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Title:

The Evolution of the Birth Control Movement

1n the United States.

APPROVED BY MEMBERS OP THE THESIS COMMITTBB1

The· evolution of the birth control movement 1n the
United States is the toous of this dissertation..

The

period of emphasis 1s 1873 to the present, though earlier
history 1s briefly dealt with.
·The research method used was an extensive library
searoh of the literature, followed by oategor1zat1on and
analysis of .the data.
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The birth control movement was found to adapt to
the sociological model of social movements and was
discussed within this context.

TWo parallel movements

were found to be of importance: the birth control movement itself _and the population control movement.

The

orientations and relationships between these two movements are analyzed, as 1s their·

aff~c.t o~

government and

public attitudes.
Other components of the birth control movement are
also delineated and dealt with in this dissertation.

These

components include social and political attitudes, economic·
issues, the role of the judiciary, the religious influence,
and the development of a funding.base.
The major findings of this research are related to
birth control as a social movement.

First, .until the

1970s it was found that the birth control movement,
advocating individual rights, held the dominant emphasis.
However, it appears that the ·population control movement
is gaining influence as public awareness and oonoern
increases.

.'Ibis is due 1:ri part to the

~radual ·

insti tu-

tionalization of the birth control movement, that is, it
has ·been absorbed into the societal .structure as a
necessary and functional part. of society.

Second, is

the transition of birth control from the shadow of
illegality it experienced at the turn of the century to
the legal and respectable position

of

the 1970s.

Third,

3

the research also revealed the pattern of change
regaz:<iing federal fund1ng.

This pattern indicated

essentially no federal fUnds before the 1960s, a sharp
1norease and plateau during that decade., and

t1nal.~y,

a

decline in funds 1n the 1970s.
The major conclusion of this thesis ·1S that the
birth control movement has been a dynamic and important
part of the twentieth century.·

It has had a notable

impact on this soc1ety and it portends more.social
·change and impact for the future.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation

~will

deal with the following·

question: What has been the evolution

o~

the birth

control movement in the United· States?
The focus will be the evolution of the birth control
movement in terms of attitude, or value, changes within
government and socie.ty • as well as policy changes.

The

birth control movement will also be di.scussed in relation
to social movement theory.
Before commencing this analysis, terms will be
defined.

Policy, as used within the confines of this

paper, refers to legislated as well as non-legislated
attitudes and actions.

Legislative policy pertains to

goods and services supported by public monies and benefiting.
the societal population, i.e., federal funding of birth
control projects. (Gilbert, 1974:2)

Non-legislative

policy is defined as:
Elements of a society's system of social
policy, a system of interrelated, yet not
necessarily logically consistent, principles
and courses of action, which shape the
quality of life or level of well-being of
members of society and determine the nature
of all intrasocietal relationships among
individuals, social subsystems, and society
as a whole. (Gil, 1970:411)

2

Birth control policy can be examined within this framework..

It consists of "principles and courses·of aotionn

as well as the distribution of ·goods. services. and federal
monies.

Policy has also been defined as
response to a perceived problem.

11 • • •

a government

When that response

includes funds and personnel allocated to carry out ·specific
objectives. a program is created." (Piotrow. 1973ix)

Both

of these definitions adequately convey the meaning that
will be intended by the term "policy" in this paper.
. .

Birth
.

control policy can be seen as the action and principles

~f

government and society regarding the use of contraception
to limit and spaoe births according to individual family
wishes.
Action and principles relate to both ·legislated and
non-legislated policy.

Legislative principles related to

birth control are those which recognize birth control as
legitimate and within the realm of governmental action.
Legislative action includes bills and statutes which
establish a funding base and provide for the 1mplementat1on
of birth control programs.

Non-legislative principles, on

the other hand, are those attitudes, values. and beliefs
of. society in general regarding utilization· of birth
control.

The area of non-legislative action is the utili-

. zation of birth control by members of the society.

The

term policy, when utilized in this dissertation, will be

3
reflecting these factors.
This analysis will be restricted in that it concerns
itself only with the impact of the birth control movement on national domestic policy.
regarding birth control will be

That 1s, foreign policy

deal~

with only as it

relates to the birth co·ntrol movement in the United States,
and

subsequent policy developments. · There ls considerable

literatl.ire available regarding foreign aid for family
planning which,

thoug~

interesting, is not particularly

relevant to domestic issues.
Another area this paper will not consider is the
abortion controversy and policy formation around that
issue.

Abortion is a topic worthy of _comprehensive study

and it is not believed that abortion and birth control can
both be adequately dealt

with in this

dissertat~on.

BIRTH CONTROL AS A SOCIAL MOVEMENT
'!he birth control

movemen~

model of a social movement;
· that this author views it.·

fits nicely into the

it is as a social movement
The t·erm social·· movement came

into use early in the nineteenth century to describe the
new industrial

workl~g

class.

In time, however, it came

to have general connotations that applied to other.movements,

~ncluding

birth control.

A workable definition of social movements has been
sought by authors for many years.

··-

Though no

t~o

are

4

exactly altke they contain the same substantive focus:
collective efforts attempting to change specific soo1al
institutions and/or traditions and create a completely new
social order. (Sills, 1968:4J8)

Perhaps a glance at some.

of the available definitions will help delineate just what
a sooial movement is, thereby providing a framework for a
discussion of the birth control movement •
••• group behavior directed in a concerted way
at bringing about social change. (.McI.aughlin,

1969:3)

••• a group venture extending beyond a local
community or a single event and involving ~
systematic effort to inaugurate changes in
thought, behavior and sooial·relationships.
(King, 1956:27)
.
A social movement occurs when a fairly large
number of people band together in order to
alter or supplant some portion of the existing
cul tur.e or social order •••• The main oharacter1 sti c of a social movement is that it seeks to
change the culture or change the social . s·tructure or redistribute the power of control
within a society. (Cameron, 1966:7-9)
Social movements can be viewed as collective
enterprises to establish a new order of life.
They have their inception in a oond1tion of
unrest, and derive their motive power on one
hand from dissatisfaction with the current
form of life, and on the other hand, from'
wishes and hopes for a new scheme o~ system
of living. (McLaughlin, 1969:8)
It is important to distinguish between social
movements and the effects of other small cohesive groups
working to attain short term goals.
movements have some political and

Though

so~ial

n~arly

all

impact, they do

not necessarily fit the criteria of a social movement.

1-

5
(Sills, 1968:439)

The "true" social movement

to achieve comprehensive change that will

1~

seeking

ev~ntually

be

universally accepted • . It is these movements that have
historical significance.

With some idea of what a social movement 1s, one
might next query where does 1t come from and where does
it go?

Social movements find their origins 1n various

ways, though many are generated from conflict (the
orientation Of the Marxist dialectic).
energy and this leads to activity.

Conflict creates

As one author

poi~ted

out:
••• movements develop out of two kinds of
conditions. Either prevailing circumstances
and the value structure are out of coordination
with one another, or potential conflicts among
values in the society are brought into the
open. ·c Turner, 19 57 : 501 )
In looking to the origins of a movement, one sees that

the birth control movement adheres to the latter
condition.

The passage of the Comstock Iaw in 1873

created a value conflict within American society, a
conflict whioh·was brought to the·rore by Margaret
Sanger.
Most social movements do not progress at an even
or steady pace;

11 • • •

its progress is very uneven with

setbacks, reverses, and frequent retreading of the same
ground." (McLaughlin, 1969:9)

However, this unsteady

pace often ultimately leads to what has been termed
"cultural drift," i.e., a pervasive change 1n the value

·

6

system of the population. (McLaughlin·, 1969:9)
Social movements, and this is particularly true of
the· birth control movement; tend to start in one geographic
area and move, at varying rates of speed, through the whole
society, eventually knowing no geographic· boundaries.

The

birth control movement originated in New York.and for some
time was relatively exclusive to that state.

It eventually

spread across the nation in a somewhat· osmotic fashion and
an active recruitment of followers began.
Ano.ther characteristic of social

movem~nts

is that

they usually seek to aooompl1sh change from the bottom
up, that is, a change from the
(Sills, 1968:440)

11

roots" of the society.

'Ibis would indicate that

t~ose

leading

the movement visualize society as changeable, pliable,
and unquestionably man made.
Most movements visualize a change that is somewhat
limited in scope.

They " ••• accept some of the present

purposes and methods of the existing order but wish to
modify these •••• Change is desired, but the existing
structure as a whole is not threatened." (cameron, 1966:23)
It is well established that the birth control movement initially sought change in the ·form of improved
services for the lower economic groups.

It was the poor

upon whom Yargaret Sanger focused, the poor who had no
access to birth control and adequate health care, and the
poor for whom she saw change most imperative.

,_

However,

7

Sanger relied on many aspects of.the existing culture to
help her, e.g., the politi.cal system, the judicial system,
the medical service delivery system, and the more general
value orientation to individual freedom.
Social movements are generally believed to have two
functions.

First, they increase discussion and awareness

·throughout the society, ultimately leading to incorporation
of the movement's ideas into dominant public· opinion.
(Sills, 1968:444)

Secondly, movements provide training

for leaders so that they can continue.to :function and grow.
The birth control movement served both :functions and
prompted innumerable changes in this century.

Lead~rs

are

continually trained in all aspects of the movement (social,
political, service delivery, etc.) and public opinion i·s
rapidly internalizing birth control as a tunct1onal and
integral part of society.
Some social movements are organized and·some are
not, though it is generally recognized that to be successful
a ·movement requires at least a semipermanent organizational
structure. (Sills, 1968:448)

The birth control movement

realized this relatively early in its efforts and established the National Birth Control League in 1915.

There

were other peripheral organizational structures ln the
movement which will be discussed later.

Often a move-

ment will have an individual leader for a time who focuses
efforts and lends charisma to the o,_uae.

'Ihe b1r.th control

8

movement had Margaret Sanger, an indefatigable le.ader and ,
an able recruiter of supporters.
It is tne belief of this writer that one can classify
the birth control effort as a fUlly developed social move-

ment.

It had its origins early
in this century
and 1s
.
.

still functioning as a cohesive unit of people working for
social change.
The concept of a •social movement' 1s thus.·
suggestive of people who, on the one hand.
are in the process of rejecting existing
social values, while, on the other, they are
both striving to make converts to their way
Of seeing things and dealing With the resistance that their activities inevitably call
.forth. (Sills, ~968 :446)

EVOLUTIONARY PHASES OF THE MOVEMENT
This dissertation will be divided into three
evolutionary phases, or·time blocks, in which the birth
control movement will be discussed.

The first will be the

earliest history of birth control until 1873. · This was
essentially a period of "no policy" on the part of the
United States government.

However, the early history of

birth control is interesting and applica.ble in that it
gives a sense of mankind's perpetual interest in this
topic.

The second phase of development that ·w111 be dealt
with is the period 1873-1960.

The year 18?3 is chosen as

the beginning of the discussion regarding the birth. control
movement in the United States because it was in that.year

I

-
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that the Comstock Law was passed.

This law initiated a

negative governmental orientation:

all "obscene" materials

were banned from the mails and this was extended to include
contraceptive information and devices.

This particular law

was the focal point of the struggle to liberalize societal
This period saw an increasing

attitudes and legislation.

awareness by government, the general public. and professionals of birth control as an important issue.

The

organization of the national movement took place during
this era, led by Margaret Sanger.

The

judio1ary also

played a most important role during this period by giving
less restrictive interpretations of existing laws while
the federal government simultaneousl7 Qegan to assume more
social responsibilities.

This was the formative pe·r1od

of the social movement tor birth control.
The last period to be dealt with will be 1960-1975.
This period followed the growth of awareness and budding
participation of government.

Legislative policy during

this period continues to be fragmented and piecemeal:

an

explicit and comprehensive legislative policy regarding
birth control has not been achieved by the birth control
movement.

However, this interval has seen tremendous

legislative and executive activity and a notable increase
1n services available to the public.

-'!he year 1960 is

marked as a turning point of this last .era because
the activity of the

1 __

D~aper

~t

Committee, new technological

10

advances in contraceptive methods, and John F. Kennedy's
entry into the White House.

These factors will be

discussed at length later.
Phyllis Tilson Piotrow, 1n the introduction to her
book. World Population Crisis:

The United States Re.sponse,·

wrote an excellent summary of policy development in
general, and one which relates particularly

w~ll

to

birth control:
The process itself can be seen as three
different phases -- public awareness, policy
development, and program 1mplementat1on -through which can be traced several major
themes: defining and redefining the problem,
giving it professional status and public
notice, relating it to existing technology,
guiding· it through the emerg·ing pattern of
legislative innovation and executive resistance, with individual intervention at
various stages seeking and often able to .
determine the resulting action. (19?J:xv1)
This dissertation will discuss and analyze these·
factors as they relate to the birth control movement.
The thesis will be chronologically based,.
beginning with the early history of birth control and
discussing the evolution of the movement and the
extent it has affected policy formation and implementation.

}.

CHAPTER II
TWO PARALLEL MOVEMENTS

It is necessary to distinguish between two movements that have been parallel through both time and
activity:

the birth control movement and the population

control (stabilization) movement·.

These two movements

have distinct and different orientations
lation as well as differing solutions.

conc~rning

popu-

Some overlap of

means is apparent, however, and it can be said that both
movements feel their solutions are the path

to

the

societal good.
The focus of the birth control movement is tradi-_
t1onally the issue of individual rights.

A couple's

right to decide the number and spacing of its offspring
for psychological, social, .economic and health reasons is
deemed imperative.

The federal gove·rnment currently

reflects this orientation:

the emphasis is. on the· 1ndi- ·

vidual right to voluntarily space pregnancies and limit
family size. (Shlakman, 1968:82)

This does not accommo-

date the goals of population control advocates;

control

of population growth, i.e., reduction of the birth rate.is not necessarily a consequence of ohild spacing and
family limitation.

However, the arguments.and· political

impact of the population control movement have helped
considerably in increasing national awareness of the need
for birth control.

Though this dissertation focuses on

the birth control movement, and consequently individual

rights and voluntary utilization, 1 t i's important _t.o
discuss the population control movement and its impact .on
birth control in this country.
The population control issue will be introduced in·
this chapter in order to facilitate Understanding .of its
impact on the birth control movement and subsequent policy
developments.

It ls important to note that many

p~pulat1on

control advocates do not support voluntary utilization of
birth control;

a societal focus. is believed more expedient

in achieving the public good than an 1nd1vidual· .focus.
Government•s orientation at this point ls toward the
individual, but both perspectives· have been significant 1n
attempts at policy development and should be considered.
It has been pointed out by several authors that
confusion ensues when attempting to derive a comprehensive
policy from two disparate and somewhat contrad1otory_mot1vations.
this.

B1~th

control policy is especially exemplary of

The current policy orientation is relatively

singular in direction, emphasizing individual freedom of
choice and voluntary utilization.
definition persists, however.

Some broadness in goal

As noted .by Vera·shlakman

1n an article, "Social Policy Issues:"

13
Family plarming policy Is being urged
(1) to assure that every child is •wanted•;
(2) to free women from the drudgery of
chronic pregnancy and the requirement of
bearing children·against their w111s;
(3) to reduce ch~ld dependency, that· is,
to cut public welfare costs; (4) to reduce
the social costs of child rearing; (5) to
reduce poverty; (6} to prevent illegitimacy;
(7) to foster the health and happiness ·Of
families by spaoing pregnancies; (8) to
encourage families not to have more children
than they can afford; (9) to enhance family
well-being by reducing the size of families;
(10) to protect maternal health; (11) to
prevent defect through reduction of births
to very young or older mothers, and to
others.who are at risk, and through genetic
counseling; (12) to offer to every couple
the opportunity to realize the size of
family to which it aspires; and (13) to
control total population. (1968:83)
It is readily apparent that the birth control movement has prioritized 1ts goals, placing emphasls on
individual health and family well-being.

Only one

reference to population control is a telling 41fference
between the two movements;

the population control move-

ment believes stabil1zat1on of population and its
secondary effects are of paramount impQrtance.
Population control advocates are adamant 1n their
conviction that voluntary birth control utilization ls not
sufficient to control· population growth.

'1h1s is not to

say that they believe the focus of the birth control movement is not important; howev·er, population stabilization
is believed to require broader efforts 1n order to achieve
a reduction 1n the birth rate.

According to Kingsley

Davis:

... -.

14
••• it does not make sense to use family
planning to provide national population
control· or planning. 'ftle •planning' in
family planning is that of each separate
coupl~.
The only control they exercise·
is control over the size of their·
family. (1967:732)
He goes on to say " ••• despite strong anxiety over rtinaway population growth, the actual programs purporting.
to control it are limited

t~

family planning and are

therefore ineffective." (Davis, 1967:738)
is where the oonfUsion lies.
curre~t

Perhaps this

The purported purpose of

family planning (birth control) legislation is.

not to control population

growth~

it is to insure each

individual and family the right of choice.

This

orientation was emphasi.zed in the following statement by
Frederick s. Jaffe, a Vioe-Presid.E:mt of Planned ParenthoodWorld Population:
The U.S. government's domestic family
planning program has been designed to help
individuals. achieve their own fertility
goals, not to impose on individuals
officially determined family size norms.
The millions of voluntary, individual
fertility decisions may well add up to
a national pattern that significantly
affects the future growth of U.S. population, but these decisions remain
individual, not societal, in origin and
rationale. (1974:168)
Let us now examine the orientation of the birth
control movement and population control movement in
greater detail, discussing their differences and·
s1m1lar1t1es.

--

15
THE ORIENTATION OF THE BIRTH CONTROL MOVEMENT
Research provides an important information base
for outlining the significance of birth control in this
country.

Planned Parenthood statistics indicate that

from 1966-1970, 44 percent of all babies born were
unplanned {i.e., the pregnancy was not the result of
planned, deliberate effort);

15 percent of all babies

born during these years were unwanted at the
were conceived:

ti~e

they

and over half a million unwanted births

occurred annually during this period. (The PeoBle Paok,

1972:125)

These figures would seem to indicate that a

large portion of our population is unsuccessful in ·
regulating fertility.

Additionally, 1t has been noted

that unwanted births are about twice as plentiful in
families earning $4,000 a year and less than in those
earning more than $10,000. (Commission on Population
Growth, 1972:165)

'Ihis might be indicative of a poor

service delivery system to low-income families as well
as illuminating a major need for such a system.
In terms of maternal and child health, birth
control is an essential consideration.·

It is known that

bearing too many children in_ close succession can be
damaging to the mother's health.

There ls an increased

risk of maternal mortali_ty, anemia, high blood pressure,
hemorrhage after childbirth and ruptured uterus.
People Pack, 1972:85)

-(~

Additionally, births to teenagers

16
and to women over thirty have increased risks.

Teenagers

are particularly susceptible to hy'pertension, toxemia,
and excessive weight gain in the pregnancy. (ihe People
~.

1972:86)

The health care issue has been one or

the primary rationales used to promote tederal awareness
of the birth control issue.
Birth control services in terms ot utilization
also need to be examined.
available?

Are women utilizing what is

In 1971 Planned Parenthood provided birth

control services to 570,000 patients and the number is
steadily increasing. (The People Pack, 1972:113)

Women

are beginning to utilize contraceptives at younger ages
(patients under the age or. twenty mo.re than doubled from

17 percent in 1970 to 37 percent 1n·1971) and earlier
ages (60 percent ot all patients had.no children in 1971
compared to 13 percent in 1966 and 49 percent in 1970).
(The People Pack, 1972:113)

See F1gure 1.

Health aspects .of birth control have been utilized
to advantage;

legislators are increasingly reluctant to

profess discrimination in the provision of health care
services.

Birth control fits into the health care system

very well, and thus has perhaps been more readily accepted
by

many~egislators.

The taotio of the birth control movement.in emphasizing the societal value of health care was well-grounded
in social movement theory.

-----

According to one social move-
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ment theorist, a movement " ••• endeavors to proceed by
developing a public opinion favorable to its aims;
quently. it seeks to

establi~h

conse-

a public issue and to make

use of the discussion process." (McLaughlin, 1969: 22) · The
health care issue was well-developed by birth control
advocates and very early became a central focus in their
efforts.
Lack of contraceptive services to the poor have been
important in determining the individual focus and goals of
the federal government.

It is estimated that there are

5.5 million low income women in the United States in need
of birth control services;

only ?00,000 are receiving

these services. (Westoff, 1968:)01)

It was noted

in~

Now to Zero by Charles F. Westoff that, "Couples class1f1ed

.

as poor or near-poor experienced 2.2 million unwanted
births during 1960-1965. or 36 percent of all births to
these couples." (1968:301)

The Social Security Adm1n1stra-

t1on defines "poor" as families with less than 70¢ per day
per family memb.er for food;

"near-poor" are those families

with less than 90¢ per day per family member for food.
(Westoff. 1968:J01)

The impact of numerous unwanted births

on these families is staggering 1n terms of health,

nu1tr1t1on, education, environment, etc.

The Commission

on Population Growth and the American Future was concerned
with the existing inequalities for families 1n this group
who sought birth control services:
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We can also identify and measure the
limiting factors, the inequalities of oppor-

tunity, and the environmental hazards that
give rise to such li~itations in the quality
of life, e.g., inadequate distribution of and
access to health, education, and welfare
services; cultural and social constraints in
development related to race, sex, and· age:
barriers to full eoonom1o and cultural
participation; unequal access to environ~
mental quality; and unequal exposure to
environmental hazard. (1972:118)
The Commission also stated that all Americans should be
able to avoid unwanted births regardless of age, income,
or marital status.

'Ibey encouraged improvement of

opportunity for individual fertility control.

'!be

Commission felt an essential basio principle tor this
society was that only wanted children be brought into the
world.
Aside from the individual right to determine family
size is the question of birth control's relation to poverty
in an economic

sense~

It has been ·indicated that poverty

and birth rates are directly

related~

Harold L. Sheppard

wrote in Effects of Family Planning on Poverty in the
United States:

11 • • •

the stress is on the proposition that

high birth rates among the poor are not merely a result
of poverty:

they are also a cause.of poverty." (1967:8)

Sheppard feels that lower birth rates among the poor could
lead to better advantages for the children who were born,
thus enabling more rapid upward social mobility.

He lists

as an additional benefit the upward mobility of more heads
of household 1f they had fewer dependents.
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••• demog.raphic factors, especially family
size among the poor, play a role in affecting
the probabilities of •upward social mobility,•
that is, movement out of poverty •••• if the poor
·have fewer children, those children who are
born Will have a greater.chance for moving
out of poverty during their adult lives. A
second consequence ls that, by virtue of
having fewer children, many heads of
.
families them·selves will move out of poverty.
(Sheppard, 1967:11)
This idea received substantiation in a study that noted
the amount of education a child receives is directly
related to the total number of
11 • • •

c~ildren

in the.family,

at every age and every socioeconomic level."

(Sheppard, 1967:13)

With higher birth ·rates and deficient

educational systems among the poor, the end result is a
large number of youths entering the labor force who do not
have the skills to be adequately employed. (Sheppard,
1967:v)

Thus, according to Sheppard, the cycle ·perpet-

uates 1 tse1r·:
••• the crucial point 1s th~t poor
families today can increase the chances
for greater education for their children
(and thus reduce the odds for poverty of
those children by the time they become
adults) in direct proportion to their
efforts. to practice family planning.
(1967: 13)
Thus, the importance of developing

a

national birth control

pol1oy 1s elucidated in an economic tash1on;

effective

oontraoeption 1s useful 1n preventing some social problems.
It has been indicated that unless birth control services
are made available to the poor, other programs to combat
poverty will have progressively decreasing bene"fits because
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of the ·increasing number of persons within the poverty
group. (Sheppard, 196711)

Birth control serv1oes tor the

poor are seen as a cost-effective program and of great
social import in terms of equalizing opportunity tor social
mobility and individual choice.
aspect of birth control programs
to economists.

The oost-ettect1veness
1~~

particularly attractive

One projection by Planned. Parenthood

estimates that,
••• a $10 million program oonsi•t1ng ot
ot $20
per case (including administrative costs)
would produce savings ot about $250
million (in terms of reduced expenditures
on maternal health care, child health care,
care of mental retard.ates, aid to dependent
children, and so forth). (Sheppard, 1967119)
500,000 women at an annual cost

In summary, the birth control movement can be seen

to focus on- the individual and tamily, rather than the
society.

'i'he lack of medical serv1ceas to lower income

groups was pointed out by the movement and this led to
examination ot health in general within this group.

When

research indicated that birth control was indeed related
to improved maternal and child health, it gave the movement
a perfect tie-in with established health care delivery
systems and the medical profession.

Maternal and child

health thus became a major orientation ot the birth
control movement.

The movement also_emphas1zed voluntary

utilization of these services, 1.e., freedom ot choice.
Utilization studies, which will be diso-u.ssed later,
indicate that when services are readily available, low-
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income groups dq make use of them and birth rates drop.
The birth oontrol movement

~as

also ·focused on the

relationship of birth control and poverty in this country.
All of these factors have influenced an orientation toward
the individual and family.

THE ORIENTATION OF THE POPULATION
CONTROL MOVEMENT
· In a discussion.of population growth 1t is
instructive to look at historical concern with this
issue.

It ls not a new debate.

The question of how many

people the earth can support and how to stay within that
limit has concerned philosophers ·tor centuries.

Following

is a series of quotations from earlier periods related to
t.he concern with population growth and its 1mpa.ct on the
quality of life.

The:writer believes they are instructive.

in offering a perspective tq this issue.
Han Fei-Tzu, oa. 500 B.C., a philosopher
in the Chou Dynasty:
.In ancient times people we.re few but wealthy
and without strife. ·People at present think
that five sons are not too many, and each son
has five sons also and before the death or
the grandfather there are already 25 desoen~ents •.
Therefore people are more and wealth
is lesss they work hard and receive little.
The life of a nation depends upon people
having enough food, not upon the number of
people. (Hardin, 1964:22)
Aristotle, ca. J22 B.C.:
Most persons think that a state in order
to be happy ought to be large; but even if
they are r1ght, they have no idea or what
is a large ~d what a small state •••• To the
size of states there is a limit, as there is
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to· other things, plants, animals, implements;
for none of these retain their nat~ral power
when they either wholly lose their nature• or
are spoiled. (Club of Rome, 1972:156)
Tertullian, ca. A.D. 230, in De Anima:
The strongest witness is the vast population
of the earth to whioh we are a burden and
she scarcely can provide for our.needs; as
our demands grow greater, our complaints
against nature's inadequacy are heard by
all. The scourges of pestilenoe, famine,
wars, and earthquakes have come to.be·
regarded as a blessing to overcrowded
nations, since they serve to· prune away the
luxuriant growth of the human race. '(Hard.in,

1964:22)

.Thomas Robert Malthus, 1798, in An Essay
on the Principle of Population:
••• the power of population is indefinitely
greater than the power in the earth to
produce subsistence for man. Population,
when unchecked, increases in a geometrical
ratio. Subsistence increases only in an
arithmetical ratio.
John Stuart Mill, 1857:
Towards what ultimat~ point is society
tending by 1 ts industrial progres·s? When
the progress ceases, in what condition
are we to expect that it will leave mankind? {Club of Rome, 1972:129)
Harrison Brown, 1954, in The Challenge of
Man's Future:
••• a substantial fraction of humanity •••
is behaving as if it were engaged in a
contest to test nature's willingness to
support humanity and, .if it had its way9
it wo.uld not rest content until the
earth is covered completely and to a
considerable depth with a writhing mass
of human b·eings.
·

Kenneth E. Boulding, 1956. "The Utterly
Dismal Theorem":
This is the proposition that if the only
check on the growth of population is
starvation and misery, then any technological improvement will have the ultimate
effect of increasing the sum of human

misery,· as it permits a larger population
to live in precisely the same. state of
misery and starvation as before the change.
Freud:
The power of denial, valuable though it may
be to the indi v1dual oompet1 ti.ve man of
action, is a grave danger to. society as a
whole •••• We tend to assume that as things
·are now, they always have been, and there's
nothing to worry about in the future.
(Hardin, 1964:58-59)
santa1ana:
Those who cannot learn from the past are·
doomed to repeat it. (Dachau.Memorial
Museum)
Ronald H1dker 1n "The Impact of POpula.lion
Growth on Resources and the Environment"~
An exclusive focus on resource and envir 'nmental problems, on the "running out". ty e
of ques.t1ons, misses what might be the m st .
important consequence of. population gro~ h:
change in the character of society. Res uroe
and environmental problems tend to be tr nsformed into social and. institutional pre sures.
In the process of adjusting to such prob ems,
society will change in ways that mapy ot us
will not like. (Westoff, 1973:116)
.· I
1

These statements are all indicative of the f•ct that·
population growth versus the supporting capaJity of the
earth has been of interest for centuries.
In order to take a comprehensive look at population growth and the orientation of the population control
movement, it is necessary to consider the available
demographic data.

The population of the earth

increased at a relatively slow rate for centuries.

This

rate has steadily increased as more of humanity simultaneously enter the reproductive years.
of

inor~ased

'Ih1s is a result

food production, improved medical care, and
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longer life spans.
At the time of Christ it is estimated that the
total world population was 250 million. (Piotrow, 1973:3)
'!he human population of this earth numbered close to four
billion by 1972. C.P1otrow, 1973:J)

An interesting way of

viewing population growth 1s to look at what is called
"doubling t'ime. 11

·

Doublfng time .1s the period of t1me it

takes for the total population of the earth to double.

A

summary of .the doubling times that have been noted on
earth follows:
The fir~t known doubling of the earth•s
population added 250 million. This took
nearly 1700 years, from the beginning of
the Christian era to the mid-17th cent~y.
At that time, the world total stood at
500 million, roughly equal to the current
population of India. Since then, the tempo
has quickened, especially with improvements
in sanitation and health measures. The
next doubling, to one billion, occurred ln
only 150 years, and the next took place in ·
120 years up to the 1920s. It is now
expected that the 1920 total of two billion
will double by·1975, in a span of only
fifty-five years. (Merrill, 1969:278)
The most reoe.nt prediction n.oted that in 1960 population
was· increasing at the rate of 2 percent per year worldwide;

the ·conclusion reached is that the world popula-

tion will double again in only
(Merrill, 1969:2?8)
of Rome states,
(/

11

th1rty-t1ve·yea~s.

A mo.re current estimate by· the Club

In 1970 the population totaled J.6 billion

and the rate of growt·h was 2.1 ·pe:J;'cent per year.

The

doubling time at this growth rate is 33 years." (1972:34) ·

I

. I
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The bulk .of this growth seems to.be occurring in the underdeveloped nations of the world, who are poorly equipped
to deal with

~t.

It is

esti~ted

that approximately 40

percent of the population of the industrially underdeveloped
world is under fifteen years of age; 'that is, just
entering the reproductive years. (FJlrlich, 1968:28).
Additionally, one-half of the population in these nations
is thought to be undernourished (too little food).or
malnourished (serious imbalances in their diets)'. (Ehrli.ch,
1968:36)
The demographic history of the United States ls
equally startling.
in this

co~try,

In 1790, the year of the first census

the populat1.on was recorded at four

million. (Bogue, 1969)
the year 1917;

It increased to 100 million by

to 200 million by 1967 (a doubling time

of only 50 years); and to 208 million in 1972. (U .·S.
Figures 2 and 3 graphically

Bureau of Census, 1972)

depict the rate of U.S. populat.ion growth.
The chief components of the rate of growth in a
country are the birth rate and death rate.

In the United

States in 1900 the birth rate was ?7 per 1000 and the
death rate was 17 per 1000. (Bogue, 1969)
rate declined in the early 20th
however, the.post war
.climb as

hig~

as 26.5

11

cent~y

Baby Boom" saw

p~r

The birth

to 18 per 1000:

~he

birth.rate

1000 1n 1947 and continue at

the high rate of 25 per 1000 for the next ten years•
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(Bogue, 1969)

This growth spurt has tapered, due in part

to higher value being placed

on

small families and the

1noreas1ng availability of effective contraceptives.
However, even if a replacement level of population growth
is reached relatively soon in this country, meaning the

number of chiidren per family would J;l&ve .to drop to 2.1, it
would be impossible to realize any real population
stability before the year 2000 (1.e., zero growth rate).
Most of the children who will be reproduo1n·g prior

~o

that

date hav·e already been born.
At the e·stimated 1965 U.s. birth rat~ of
19.5 per 1000 of population, a woman who
reaohes the age of 45 will have.an average
of three children. · To achieve a stationary
population, in which parents only replace ·
themselves, the average number of children .
would have to drop to about 2.1. If.childbearing gradually declined to this level by
1980 ••• the u.s. population would then be
about 250,000,000, and by 2020 t~e popula~ion
would hit J00,000,000 and remain unchanged
thereafter. At that point the birth rate
would have declined to 14 per 1000 and the
death rate would have climbed to 14 per
1000.
On the other hand. if present fertility
and mortal! ty trends con.tinue, a. longrange projection by the National Academy
of Sciences foresees that in about 650
years there w111 be one person per square
foot throughout the United States. and in
less than 1,500 years the weight of the
u.s. population will exceed the mass of .the
earth, that is, 6,588,000,000,000,000,000,000
tonsl (Lilienthal, 1966)
Another illustration of populatio~ growth notes that if
we continue to lower mortality

~

~ithout

concurrently

lowering fert1i1ty .. within sixty years there will be

)O.

four people in the world ·for every one .today. (Club of
Rome, 1972:38)

It is these faots, along with a myriad.

of others, that have alarmed people the world ·over.

It

is these facts that have motivated the advocacy ·of
immediate population curtailment.
One additional set of projections that should be
mentioned are those concerning the number of children
per family.

'Ihe Commission on Population Growth and the

American Future went to great lengths to predict population growth on the basis of both tne two-child and the
.three-child family.

They stated:

If families 1n the United States have only
two children on the average and immigration
continues at ourrent levels, our population
would grow to 271 million by the end of the
century. If, however, families should. have
an average of three children, the population would reach J22 million by the year
2000. One hundred years from now; the.2child family would result in a population of
about 350 million persons, whereas, ·the Jchild family would produoe a total of

nearly a billion. (Commission on Population
Growth, 1972:19)
·
The birth control movement maintains that U.S.

popu~a

tion can be stabilized if recent trends to smaller
families are encouraged •. This can be done by expanding
programs to provide voluntary fertility control services
to all who do not have access to them and through
expanding educational efforts to make Americans more aware
of the population problem and of the 1nd1v1dual and
societal benefits of family planning. (The People Paok,
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Advocates within the ·population control movement

1972:61)

concede that this is a worthwhile goal;

they. disagree

With the premise that education and voluntary utilization
of birth control are adequate mechanisms for achieving
population

s~ability.

Turning now from the specifics or demographic data,
it 1s appropriate to pursue a discussion of the general
state of the world in regard to population growth.

The

opinions of specialists from various concerned professions
will perhaps lend themselves to

comprehe~sion

of .this

complex problem.
The Club of Rome in The Limits to Growth outlined
factors to be considered in analyzing the state of. the
world, what is happening currently, and some predictions
about the course this earth is pursu1ng.

Five factors

are noted as significant in both determining and ·limiting
growth:

population. agricultural production. natural

resources, industrial production, and pollution. (Club
of Rome, 1972:11)
11 • • •

These factors are all relevant to

five major trends of global concern -

accelerating

industrialization, rapid population growth, widespread
malnutrition,

depletion of nonrenewable resources, and a

deteriorating environment." (Club of Rome, 1972:21)

They

are quick to stipulate that merely stabilizing population
is not sufficient to prevent "overshoot and collapse."
(Club of Rome, 1972:142)

overshoot and collapse refers to
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the belief that " ••• the basic behavior mode of the world
system 1s exponential growth of population and

capital~

followed by collapse." (Club of Home, 19?2:142)

The

essential problem is that this exponential growth is
ooourring in a finite system.

For centuries there was no

active concern with the size of our environment;· in
relative terms it was immense.
This culture has been reinforced by the
apparent immensity of the earth and its
resources and by the relative smallness of
man and his activities. But the relation-.
ship between the earth's limits and man•s.·
activities is changing. (Club or Rome,
1972: 150)

This changing relationship needs to be recognfzed and
dealt with promptly.
Population control advocates believe this calls tor
a change in social attitudes and government policy as
well as a determined effort to control (even curtail)
economic, ·industrial, and population growth.

However,

curtailment of growth has never before in history been
actively pursued.

There is no

precede~t •.

The deliberate ·

control of growth has not been considered a legitimate
activity 1n modern society.

'!he Club of Rome.emphasizes

that, legitimate or not. it 1s imperative.

As long· as

population increases and resource demands per capita
grow, the world system will approach 1 ts 11m1 t·s.

'!be

ultimate outcome of this will be the depletion of the
earth's nonrenewable resources.

The Club of Rome 18
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. unyielding on this point:
If the present growth trends in world
population. industrialization, pollution,
food production, and resource depletion
continue unchanged, the limits to growth
on this planet will be reached sometime
within the next one hundred years. The .
most probable result will be a rather
sudden and uncontrollable decline in .
both population and industrial ··capacity.
(1972:23)
This bleak forecast of man's tuture ex1stenoe on
earth has had an impact on most western societies and
their governments.

New trends are being established, as

exemplified by the declining birth rate in. the United
States and the increasing

ao~eptance

ot the smaller

fa~ily

ideal.
The Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future, in noting a trend to

th~

two-child family.

also addre.ssed itself to slowing growth in other areas of
the society.

The Commission particularly focused on the

need to adopt a new philosophical framework regarding
growth of all kinds: ·bigger is not necessarily better.
(Commission on Population Growth. 1972:3)'

·'lb~y

readily

concur that population.is a major factor affecting· the
demand for resources and the deterioration of the ·environment.

"From an en.vironmental and resource point of view,

there are no advantages from further growth of population
beyond the level to which our past rapid growth has already
comm! tted us." (Commission on Population Growth, 1972 :·56)
Slowing our· population growth would not only have

environmental benefits, but would lessen the burden
placed on governmental services as

wel~

as increase per

capita _income for the population.· The Oomm1ss1on noted
three definite advantages to slower growth 1n this

oountry:

the average person would be better off in terms

of traditional

~conomio

values, nonrenewable resources

would be conserved, and pressure on the eduOfational and
other systems would be reduced·. (19?2a11?)
The attitudes of the demographers have been
discussed 1n defining rapid population growth.

Environ-

mentalists are another highly vocal group concerned with
population growth..

Many environmentalists decry population

growth as the chief, and many times only, cause of the
deterioration of our world and the quality of life we
find in it.

This is a much more

of the mult1-disc1plinar1

C~ub

specifi~.

ot Rome.

focus than that

The Club of Rome

is an active group who 1 s contentions ha·ve increased
awareness and thus contributed to the birth control movement.

They have brought the problem to the public's

attention.

Paul Ehrlich, author-of 'Jhe· Population Bomb,

states:
The causal chain of the deterioration is
easily followed to its source. Too many
cars, too many factories, too much detergent, too much pesticide,· multiplying
contrails, inadequate sewage treatment
plants, too littl~ water, too muoh carbon
dioxide --- all can be traced easily to
~many people.
(1968:66-67)
Environmentalists have noted that the United Stat.es has
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only 6 percent of the world's population, but consumes
JO percent of world resources. (Ehrlich, 1968:133)

An

analogy that gives substance to these figures is that one
American birth indicates use of 25 times more world
resources than one Indian birth. (Callahan, 1971b)
Another outcome of continued population growth
stressed in the environmental viewpoint is that food production will not keep up, leading to higher food
By the year 2000 it is estimated that

11 • • •

p~ices.

all high quality

land will be in use and 50 million acres of lower quality
land will also have been farmed, requiring a larger investment. in fertilizers, labor, irrigation, ·etc."
~.

1972:?9)

(The People

Inevitably, this will lead to higher and

higher food prices.

Food is considered a replaceable

resource, though it is doubtful ·that it can be
fast enough to meet growing

d~mands.

·reple~ished

· Other renewable

resources, such as wood, will encounter comparable problems.
Frank Notestein, President Emeritus of the

Popul~tion

Council, has perhaps summed up the view of many specialists concerned with population growth:
Zero growth is, then, not simply a des1raple
goal, it is the only possibility in a finite
world. One cannot.object to people who favor
the inevitable.. ( Notestein, 197.0: 20)
The population control movement oan be

s~rized

as

a movement advocating immediate curtailment of population
growth with eventual stabilization of the popul$t1on.

In

this sense it is a broader movement than birth control; it
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1noorporates birth control's major mechanism, oontra. ception, but extends itself to other additional means.
The additional mechanisms utilized or recommended by the
population control movement were well stated by

Be~nard

Berelson, president of the Population Council •. He noted
that our nation was subtly pronatalist and that this had
to be dealt with as well as establishing birth control
service delivery systems.

He felt there were· several

mechanisms by which the government could approach this
pronatalist issue, many of them retaining a large degree
of freedom of choice for the individual:

1.

Extensions of voluntary fertility control could

be utilized, such as liberalized abortion laws and the.
institutionalization of maternal care.
2.

Involuntary fertility control could be

established, such as mass use of fertility.control agents,
licensed parenthood, temporary sterilization, compulsory
sterilization after three children, etc.

3.

Educational campaigns .could be increased, both

in funding and scope.
4.

Incentive programs could be developed, such as

payment for effective birth control or sterilization or
·a bonus for ·child-spacing.

5.

Shifts in social and economic institutions were

called for, particularly.acceptance of childless marriage
as legitimate and respect for the working female;

.a change
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in marriage laws -1a encouraged to increase the average
age at first marriage.

6.

The need for increased research to

d~velop

new

and better methods of birth control is particularly
emphasized. ·(Berelson, 1969)
The Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future dealt with many of these issues and
considered them legitimate.

A change in basic ·social

attitude and orientation was considered essential for
ultimate stabilization of population.
Governmental actions that can effect
childbearing decisions by individual couples
include the laws regulating.marital status ••• ;
laws directly regulating fertility control
(contraception and abortion); tax policy on
income. property and inheri tan·ce; housing
regulations and subsidies, urban renewal
programs.- and welfare policies: food subsidies; health programs; aid to families
with dependent children; fiscal support
of formal schooling; allocation of expenditures to 'male• or 'female' sectors ot
the economy; even the draft law.
(Commission on Population·Growth. 1972:150)
The population oontrol movement has consistently
focused on stabilization of population growth. maintenance
of the human society, and continued existence in a world
of finite resources.

All of these focuses connote a

macro, or societal, perspective.

The birth control move-

nent,.on the other hand, has maintained a persistent focus
on health issues, poverty, and. freedom of choice;
connotes a micro, or individual, perspective.
two obviously different orientations. ·

this

These are
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As the birth control movement has accelerated there
has been increasing competition between these two
ideologies for publicity. legislative emphasis, and.
public support.

This public.debate has done much to

draw public attention to the subject of birth con·trol.

CHAPTER III

FARLY HISTORY OF BIRTH CONTROL
Every civilization this earth has known has
sought ways of controlling fertility.
new.

The goal is not

Several of the methods utilized today, in ·"modern"

societies, have their roots far 1n the past.

It would

seem that unlimited reproduction has long been recognized as a bane to the health of both individuals and
society.
Men and women have always longed for both
fertility and sterility. each at its appointed
time and in its chosen circumstances. This
has been a universal aim, whether people
have always been conscious of it or not.
(Himes, 1936:179)
F.arly civilizations all participated in the search
for a good method of fertility control •. The· Chinese,
in the first written medical reports, gave instructions
for abortions over 4000 years ago. (Douglas, 1970:63)
The Petri Papyrus, written in 1850 B.C. during the
reign of Amenemhet III, contains the oldest written
medical prescriptions for contraceptive methods. (Westoff,

1968:42) Among other methods. the papyrus discusses
using suppositories made from honey and alligator dung.
(Douglas, 1970:63)

A second F,gyptian record, the Elbers

Papyrus, dating from

1550 B.C., also describes methods
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of oontraoeption. {Westoff, 1968:43)
The Hebrews, Hindus and Persians all left prescriptions for various suppositories believed to be useful
in prevent!~ conception. {Douglas, 1970:64)

It is also

known that the Jews, Greeks and Romans had knowledge of
contraception.

Plato and Aristotle both made public

pronouncements supporting contraceptive use.

Plato wanted

to restrict the right to bear children by age;

he urged

passage. of a law that would allow women to be pregnant
only between the ages of twenty and forty, and for men to
father children only between the ages of thirty

~nd

th1rty-

f1 ve. (St. John-Stevas, 1971:5)
The sixteenth century

sa~

tion in terms of birth control.

tne advent of an instituIn 1564 Gabriele Fallopio

published De Morbe Gall1co, a treatise on venereal disease
in which he discussed the condom or sheath. (St. John-

Stevas, 1971:14)

This was the first published·acoount of

the condom, though historians believe it had been in use
for some time previously.

At this time it was used

primarily for the prevention of venereal disease.

It was

not until the eighteenth century that the condom was used
as a method of contraception. (Westoff, 1968:44)
condom is still the only

m~thod

The

of birth control that is

also effective in preventing the spread of venereal disease.
The early history of birth control in the United
states is relatively void of written accounts.

However,
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observations were periodically made by astute c1t1zens.
Benjamin Franklin observed that the population o·f ·the
colonies had doubled in only twenty-five years, encouraged
by the apparent 1mmens1ty of the land.

early marriages with families

~veraging

This_ prompted
eight children•

Franklin subsequently noted that the chief restraint in
the growth of any species, be it plant or animal, was
overcrowding.·

In looking back to the Old World, he postu-

lated that "mutual interference" between population and a
limited food supply helped to keep the population stable.
0

He stated, "Without such interference, any species would
proliferate until it finally covered the earth." (Douglas,

1970:64)

These observations by- Franklin served as the

catalyst for Thomas Malthus and his theory, which was
·published in 1792.
An additional factor in early attitudes toward,

and use of, contraceptive measures was the position of
governments.

For centuries it

~s

been the policy

o(

countries losing a war, or losing geographic holdings, to
encourage population

growt~.

birth rates seemed to be
(Piotrow, 1973:10)

"Contraception and declining

assoc1at~d

with declining power."

This attitude still exists, including

within the United States, and there are those who continue
to advocate a growing population as an indication of
political and economic power •

......
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BIRTH CONTROL ABROAD
The development of the birth control movement in
England and of Holland's servioe delivery system is also
relevant.

Both of these countries had an 1mpaot on the

development of the American birth. control movement.
Francis Place launched the birth control movement
in England 1n 1822 when he wrote.and distributed
handbills:

"To the Married of ·Both Sexes" and···"To the

Married of Both Sexes in

195)

two

Ge~teel

Life. 11 (Hardin, 1964:

These handbills were the first explioit material to

be published regarding available contraceptive methods.
Francis Place firmly believed that population.needed to
be limited in terms of both societal and individual needs.
He found a

suppor~er

in John Stuart Mill,.who in

18~2

wrote:
By checking population no pain is
inflicted, no alarm excited, no security
infringed. It cannot therefore, on any
principles, be.termed i~oral •••• if it
tends to elevate the working people from
poverty and ignorance to affluence and
instruction I am compelled· to regard it ·
as highly moral and virtuous. (St. JohnStevas, 1971:16)
.

A period of

establis~ing suppo~t

for the birth

control movement followed in England.· Simultaneously, in·
America, a book was published that was·to help launch the
British movement, though it.had little impact on the
country of its origin.

Dr. Charles Knowlton, a Massachu.

-

setts physician, published in 1832 a small treatise which
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he titled Fruits of Philosophy. (St. John-Stevas, 1960:7)
This was a short account of contraceptive methods which
could be utilized to limit family size.

Dr. Knowlton was

sentenced to a term in prison for writing obscene material
and the book was banned in America.

However, it

~aught

the eye of several birth control advocates in England;

a

copy was obtained and published there in 1877. (Hardin,

1964:202)

These supporters were Annie Besant (1847-1933)

and Charles Bradlaugh (1833-1891).

Besant and Bradlaugh

were also arrested on charges of publishing obscene
material.

It· was at this point that the supporters of

Dr. Alice

the birth control effort in England united;

Vickery and Dr. Charles Drysdale organized the NeoMal thusian League in 1877 as a direct result of the BesantBradlaugh arrest and trial •. (Sanger, 1931:99)

Besant and

Bradlaugh organized their own defense and developed a
strategy based on obtaining a more liberal interpretation.
of the existing law.

This was significant, for later

Margaret Sanger was sufficiently impressed with their
·approach that she adopted an identical strategy for-the
movement in America.

Besant and Bradlaugh were 1nlt1ally

convicted, but the Court of Appeals

~eversed

.the decision.

In 1878 the Neo-Ma.lthus1an League elected Annie

Besant as its first secretary.

The League then proceeded

to advocate early marriage with instruction in contraception.
(Sanger, 1931:199)

Earlier, Thomas Malthus had encouraged
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·late marriage with abstinence until then;

he

oppo~ed

the

use of artificial methods of birth control. (S$nger, 1931:

100)

'Ibis is an interesting note, in that the Neo-

Malthusian League dubbed themselves heirs of .Malthusian
doctrine.
Follow.ing the Besant-Bradlaugh trial or 1877. few
attempts were ma.de in England to suppress birth control
by law.

It took many years for birth control.to gain

general public acceptance in England, but the BesantBradlaugh trial established the legal foundation to make
this feasible.

The removal of legal suppression paved the

way for more publications. · Some of the publications :t'rom
England (both before and after the 1877 trial) included:

1831
1866
1877

1877
1879

1911
1913

Moral Physiology, R.D. OWen
Sexual Physiology, Dr. H.T. Thrall
Fruits of Philosophy, Dr. Charles
Knowlton (published by Besant and
Bradlaugh in England)
The Wife's Handbook, Dr. H.A. Albutt
The I.aw of Population, Annie Besant
The Malthusian Handbook
H,y61en1c Metl'iod-s of Famlly,Lim1tat1on, Malthusian Leasue
(Si'.nger, 1931:100)

The birth control movement in Holland also had an
impact on American attitudes, especially in establishing
goals of the movement and in the example it set for the
world.

It is definitely worthy of mention.
Since the late nlneteenth century Holland had set

an example by delineating the positive effects ·or
contraception on individual health and society.· at large.

They documented a measurable increase in overall health
1n the Dutch population as well as a decrease in venereal

disease and prostitution.

Very early in its existence,

t~e

Dutch birth control movement.indicated that_ they were not
trying to control population growth.

The goal was to

increase the health of the .population and insure a good
life for all through family limitation $lld child spacing.
(Douglas, 1970:81)

These are essentially the . same goals

espoused by the American birth control movement, though
they have not been as clear regarding population-control.
The_competition between the American birth control and
population control movements has led birth control advocates
into the arena of population stabilization.

In order to

maintain public and legislative support the American birth
control movement has put increasing
to stabilize population growth;

em~hasis

on its effort.

a much different approach

than the Dutch counterpart.
In 1878 Dr. Aletta Jacobs founded the first birth
control clinic in Holland and in the world. (Sanger, 1931:

113)

Following this, Dr. J. Rutgers opened and supervised

additional clinics to serve the bulk of the population.
A brief look at the sequence of events in Holland

follows:

18?6
1879

s. VanHouten, Minister of the
Interior, wrote an article favoring
the Neo-Malthusians
International Medical Congres~ was
held in Amsterdam with Dr. Charles
Drysdale the key speaker _
Dr.
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1882
1886

1892
1895
1899

Dr.

Aletta Jacobs opened a clinic
tor the poor in Amsterdam giving
c·ontracept1 ve information
· Thirty-five d·octors jointly published
a pam.phl'et describing contraceptive
methods
.
Practical information was available
to the poor.in at least four Dutch
clinics
Government gave the League a Royal
Decree for public service
Dr. and Mrs. Johannes Rutgers took
over leadership of Dutch NeoMal thusians and spread it throughout
the country (Sanger, 1931:114)

The British and Dutch were well ahead of the United
States in accepting the efficacy of birth control for
their populations.

While the ·nutoh Neo-Malthusians were

receiving Royal Decrees, Americans were being arrested
for the same activities!

It took the United States

considerably longer to reach a comparable level of social
and political recognition of the legitimacy of birth
control.

The entire period during which the Dutch and

British were ac.tive was
in the United States.

essent~ally

a period of no-pol1oy

Birth control was still considered

a.generally unspeakable subject.

CHAPTER IV
_1873-1960:

THE FORMATION 'OF THE M~VBMEN'r ·

COMS'l'OCK 1 S LAW
The .turning point 1n. the· United State• s
attitude regarding birth control occurred
the efforts of one

~.

Anthony Comstock.

.~o-·pollcy

la~gel7

I'ollowlng the

Civil War, Congress ·barined all obscenity. from the
mail, but pornography

cont~nued

to

throll$h_

be·av~ilable.

u.s.
Comstock

was determined to close all legal.loopholes allowing the
porn.ographic bustness to. continue.

He lobbi.ed 1ndu.str1ously

in Congress. and on M&rch 3, 187)• President Grant signed
what was known as

th~

Comstock Bill into law.

the previous exemption ot physicians
information

and

~ed

It .excluded_

rt!~rding-oontraceptive

all "• •• obscene,

·1ew~.

'lascivious,

filthy, and indecent" materials from the mails, including
information: and dev1o~s for t~e. "prev,ntion· ot· conception."
(Douglas, 1970:46.)

This law was direot·eci

at

the postal·

service, but was inclusive eno\igh to have a truly stifling
effect on the spread ot

co~tra.ce.ptive. knowled-ge
.

.

eountry.

in. this

It is 1nterest1n8 to note that on ..,.rch 4, 1673,

the day atter the b1ll·was

a~gned

into la•, .Anthony

Comstock was named special agent-tor
(Douglas., 1970 :46)

~h~

Post•ater General,
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Following the passage of the bill and his new.
appointment, Comstock organized groups throughout the
country to help in his fight to suppress vice..

Exemplary

was the New England Watch and Ward Society. (Douglas,

19?0:47)
Comstock was a fanatic in every sense of·the word.
He

·was overly zealous in pursuing his calling, to such a

degree that 1t has taken this country a .considerable time
to recover from his activities.
Comstock:

It was once said of

•• ••• it had become obvious that Anthony Comstock

could not distinguish between pornographic, medical.
sociological and aesthetic works." (Douglas, 1970:47)
It was against the wall of silence created in large
part by this one individual that Margaret Sanger was. to
wage her war.

It was Anthony Comstock who initiated a·

legislative birth control policy that was repressive,
negative, and close-minded.

Not until well into the

twentieth century did the attitudes and barriers erected
with the passage of the Comstock Law crack.
Comstock may, in a paradoxical way, also be seen as
an initiator of the American birth ·control movement. · Social

movements are often generated
viewing each other as enemies.

by·

conflict or

by

two groups

The Comstook Law brought to

the fore the value conflict regarding the provision and
Utilization Of oontraoeptive methods Within this country.
Anthony Comstook 1 s law beoame the focal point and chief

antagonist of the American birth control movement.
Margaret Sanger was the founder of the

mov~ment

that

brought the law's inevitable tumble, and 1t is w.ell that
we consider her 11fe and activities before going further.
MARGARET SANGER

Margaret sanger was born 1n Corning, New York, in
1879, six years after the passage of the Comstock Law.
(Douglas, 1970:2)

Sanger's family was large and poor.

Later she was to say of her childhood:

"Very early in

my childhood I assoclated poverty, toil, unemployment,
drunkenness, cruelty, quarreling, fighting, debts, and
jails with large families." (Sanger, 1931:5)

She extri-

cated herself from the .Poverty to which she had been born
and studied nursing.

It was her work as a nurse that

eventually led her into the struggle to liberalize
attitudes and law regarding b1rth control.
In the summer of 1912, Banger was working with
obstetrical oases 1n the New York slums..

Sadie Sachs

was a young patient with whom she first had contact
following a self-induced abortion.

Sadie was near death,

but Sanger helped nurse her back to· health over a long
period of convalescence.

On

her last "(r1s1 t w1 th Sadie

the doctor on the oase was present.

Sadie was recuperating,

but was frantic with worry over the possibility of another
pregnancy.

She.pleaded with the doctor to.tell her how
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to prevent. another conception as Sanger listened.

The

doctor was unable to advise her, but before leaving he
said, "Tell Jake to sleep on the roof." (Douglas, 1970:
32)

After the doctor• s d.eparture, it is said that Sadie

turned to Sanger with the same question, but she didn't
know the answer either.

She left Sa.die that day and walked

the streets for many hours, puzzling over the ·plight of so
many women bearing so

many

abortions badly·· performed.

unwanted oh1ldren, or dying :from
Sanger did not .return to see

Sadie until she· received a distraught phone call some
months later.

It was Jake Sachs;

Sadie had.attempted

another abortion after discovering she was pregnant again.
Sadie was dead within minutes after Margaret Sanger's
arrival.

This is a somewhat lengthy anecdote, but

·i

I

I

necessary.

Acoording.to Douglas, it was this death, this

one woman's suffering, that ignited in Margaret· Sanger a
desire to do something to prevent any more such tragedies.
Sadie Sa.ch's death lit a spark in Margaret Sanger that
never went out.
This incident, and the changes it wrought in
Margaret

Sange~,

christened her as one of the early

advocates of women's rights in this country. ·Her desire
to improve the social situation of women and give them

control over their own lives and bodies laid a foundation
of oonoern that was to grow into a social movement ·1n its
own right, the women's rights movement.

The birth control
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and women's rights movements have utilized each others
contentions, enhancing their own interests as well as
serving the other. . This phenomenon is not uncommon be.twee·n
social movements. (Cameron, 1966:169)
Sanger proceeded with her efforts by reading every
medical journal and related writing she could find that
might give her some clue as to effective means of contracept1on.

She could find nothing.

The Comstock La.w had

created a literal vaculim within the medical

profe~s1on.

5 .t_ .f

(Douglas, 19? O: 35)
In

{Jt+-ti ;' 21 f.Rti ~.td 1
/!;;
,·,~.

c

October 1913 the Sanger family sailed for Paris,·

where she was determined to investigate French methods of
birth control.

In France she found that fertility control

..

was·an accepted way of life, due largely to a government
policy established during Napolean's rule.

'lbe government

decreed that a man's chi:l.dren would share equally in his
estate, instead of the old laws of primogeniture.
gave

th~

This

males of the society an economic incentive to

limit family size. (Douglas, ·1970:39)

·rh1s policy was

a means of controlling population as well ·as limiti?ig

individual births.
It was in France that sanger discovered the pessary,

or diaphragm;

this was a contraceptive

~e~ice

not

mentioned in the American 11teraure, though highly effective.
It is a rubber dome fitted to a spring

~hat

effectivel~

covers the cervix, thus preventing sperm from entering the
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uterus.

Sanger was ecstatic.

method for which

wo~en

She·had found an effective

could take responsibility.

She

returned to America With an abundance of information, great
enthusiasm, and a supply of diaphragms.
In March 1914 the first issue of The Woman Rebel

appeared. (Douglas, 1970:50)

This was a magazine through

which Sanger hoped to reach large numbers of American
women.

She received over 10,000 requests for contraceptive

information after the first issue. (Ss.nger, 1931:80)
she did not

m~ntion

Though

contraception directly in the first

issues, she was indicted for nine alleg.ed viola.tions of
the federal statutes (Comstock Law).

(Douglas, 1970:50}

Judge John Hazel postponed her trial 1n order.to allow her
time to prepare a defense; while doing this she.simultaneously began compiling all she had learned in France in a
pamphlet titled Family Limitation. (Douglas, 1970:50)
The judge set Sanger's trial date for October 1914;
defense was not yet ready.

her

Sanger literally.fled to Europe.

though courteously leaving letters for the judge and
district attorney explaining she would return when her
defense was adequately prepared.

As soon as she was afloat

on the Atlantic, Sanger wired her friends to release
Family Limitation. (Douglas, 1970:550}
this most recent publication,

he.d~cr1ed

When Comstock saw
her as

11 • • •

a

heinous criminal who sought to turn every· home into a
brothel." (Douglas, 1970:85)

William Sanger, Margaret's
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husband, was. arrested shortly after the pamphlet's
publication after unknow1ngly giving his only copy to a
postal agent.

Judge Mcinerney, presiding at.his trial,

comdemned the pamphlet as indecent, immoral and a menace to
society. (Douglas, 1970:85)

However, the public had been

awakened and began to respond to the Sanger charisma.
Letters poured in to the district attorney and Judge Clayton·
urging dismissal of charges against Margaret and her
husband.

Her trial was finally rescheduled for February 18,

1916. (Sanger, 1931:139)
the government entered a

Following several pronouncements,
11

nolle. prosequi,"

ending prosecution. {Sanger, 1931:139)

a: decre·e

The memo dismissing

the case claimed the government was dropping charges only
because of public sentiment that held the defendant was
being persecuted.

The memo was signed ·by United States

District Attorney, H. Snowden Marshall. (Sanger, 1931:139)
Margaret Sanger was home, and free, for the time being.
In

1914, amidst her other activities, Sanger founded

the National Birth Control League and named the movement
"birth control." (Sanger, 1931:83)
before settling on the term birth

Some debate ensued
c~ntrol.

Other titles

considered included Malthusia.nism, conscious generation,
voluntary parenthood, voluntary motherhood, pre'trentcept1on, the new motherhood, constructive generation,
fa~1ly

control, race control, and birth-rate control.

(Sanger, 1931:83)

Some of these terms indicate an early,

1f not primary, interest in population control by the
leaders of the birth control

move~ent.

Sanger hoped that

the newly formed League would be able to pull together
support from all areas of the United States.

The movement

was extending its geographic bounds, as all social movements eventually do.
Sanger •·s planned strategy was to use the precedent .
established by the Besant-Bradlaugh trial in England in

1876;

she wanted the higher courts to give more liberal

rulings on existing statutes.

This would allow her to

use the trial forum as an arena of debate to awaken public
interest and support.
October 1916, the dismissal of charges behind her,
Sanger opened the first birth control clinic in this
.country. (Douglas,
New York.
Holland.·

It

~as

~970:102).

The site was Brownsville,

the only clinic of its kind ·outside

The diaphragm, which Sanger had_ brought from

France, was the means of co.ntraception prescribed for
women using the clinic's services.
The handbills advertising the opening of the clinic
were printed in three languages:
'
Italian.

English, Yiddish, and

They read as follows:

·Mothers.,, .
can· you afford to have a large family?
Do you want any ~ore children?
If not, why do you have them?
Do not kill. Do not take life, but
prevent. Safe, harmless information
can be obtained or trained nurses.
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46 Amboy Street
Near Pitkin Avenue
Brooklyn
Tell your neighbors and friends. All
mothers welcome. A registration fee
of 10¢ entitles any mother t6· this
information. (Douglas, 1970:104)
In November 1916 the Brownsville Clinic was l'&ided;
all working there were arrested for violation of Section

1142 of the New York Penal Code. (Sanger, 1931:161)· This
section prohibited dispensing of contraceptive information
for any reason.
the clinic.

Bail was arranged and Sanger re-opened

Again she was arrested, this time on the

charge of "maintaining a public nuisance." (Sanger, 1931:

161)

She engaged an attorney, J.J. Goldstein, who was to

work with her on this case and throughout the next four
years.

(Douglas, 1970:109)

The trial was held in

February 1917.

sanger refused to plead guilty;

she

was convicted.

Her sentence was thirty days, which she

served in the Queens County Penitentiary. (Sanger, 1931:

176)

She was released on March 6, 1917. (Sanger, 1931:184)
In February 1917 the first issue of the Birth Control

Review was published. (Sanger, -1931:191)

Sanger and

others had been working diligently on this project throughout the Brownsville Clinic raids, hearings and trial.
was hoped that the Review would serve as a

It

commu~~oat1on

system for birth control advocates across the country, a
necessity for any social movement.

Fred Blossom was the

original manager and editor. (Douglas, 1970:127)

The
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Review took a great deal of Sanger's time from the years

1917-1921.

She hoped to gain the support or the wealthy

and intelligent women of the country;

their cooperation in

protesting repressive laws and influencing
would be invaluable. (Sanger, 1931 :.~91)

publi~

opinion

The Review was

one of the tools for achieving this end.

Sanger.had very

early become aware of one of the principles ot social
ments:

move~

the necessity of enlisting the middle-class public

if policy and attitudes are to be effectively changed.

The reform movement, while usually existing
on behalf of some distressed. or expl.oited
group, does little to establish its strength
among them. Instead, it tries to enlist the
allegiance or a middle-class public on the
outside and to awaken within them a vicarious.
sympathy tor the oppressed group.• (McLaughlin·,.
1969: 22)
J

.J. Goldstein meanwhile appealed the deci·s1on

regarding the closure of the Brownsville Clinic.

In 1918

.

.

Judge Frederick E. Crane ot the Appellate Division- State
Supreme Court gave a

de~ision

1n the case.

He stated
.

.

that since· Sanger was not a physician she was.not covered
by the state law's exemption.

However •. an important

interpretive victory was gained when the judge stated that
a physician could legally give
for

11 • • •

~ontraceptive

advice

the oure and prevention of disease." (Douglas,

1970:135)

The victory was associated with the· definition

of "disease."

The judge relied on Webster's definition:

" ••• any change in the state of the body which caused or

threatened pain and sickness." (Douglas, 1970:135)

This
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interpretation allowed the law to be stretched well beyond
its original meaning.

Sanger was pleased with t.he out-

come of the appeal.
Taking everything into consideration, my
·Campaign was a great .success. I had created
a national public opinion in favor of birth
control. had won the press to discuss the
subject, had inspired the organization of
leagues to oarry on the work throughout the
country, and had aroused the nation to a
realization of its great moral duty toward
womanhood. (Banger, 1931:149)
She began to move more steadily toward her goal
of a national campaign.
steps:

Her strategy included four

agitation, education. organizat'ion, and l.egisla-

tion. (Banger, 1931:190)

The agitation, or increasing of

awareness. had been accomplished.

She was ready to move

forward.
!n 1921 Sanger spearheaded the First National Birth
Control Conference.

It was purposefully timed to coincide

with the American Public Health Conference in order to
reach phy·sicians who might attend.

This oonferenoe did

much to awaken physicians to their responsibilities in the
area of birth control.

Sanger invited Harold Cox, a

former member of the British Parliament and editor of the
Edinburgh Review, to.speak at a rally following the
conference. (Douglas, 1970:160)

The topic of the rally

was to be "Birth Control: Is It Moral?"

Leaders of all

religious demon1mat1ons were invited to attend, including
Catholic.

Arriving at. the hall, the

·entourag~

found the
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doors looked by orders of Monsignor Dineen and Archbishop
Patrick J. Hayes. (Douglas·, 1970:160)
had made its position quite

.~lear.

another meeting hall that night.

The ca.tholio Church

The group found
Margaret sanger had

strong feelings when asked who her most zealous opponents
were:
The Roman Catholic hierarchy of course;
but along with them all the foroes of reaction,
the hopeless dogmatists of the ages; the conformists; the reactionaries --- call them
Lutherans or Puri t·ans or Fundamentalists or
Pharisees --- all those for whom morality means
merely blind subservience to custom and tradi- .
tion, to a code completed and rigid for eternity •.
They explain every oocurrenoe that infli.cts unhappiness upon human life as 'the will of God,'
be it disease, famine. flood, epidemic, poverty,
starvation, unemployment, illiteracy, or
feeble-~indedness. (Sanger, 1931:347)
The Catholic Church displayed its first overt opposi·tion
to contraception at the First National Birth· ·eontrol
conference;

it was far from its last.

In 1920 Margaret and William

Sange~

were -divorced.

In 1922 Margaret married Noah Slee, the found.er of the
Three-in-One Oil Company. (Douglas, 1970: 178 )

'.!heir

marriage had impact on the movement only through the fact
that Slee gave financial support to Sanger's efforts.
Sanger's name was becoming increasingly known;

1921 she was truly an international figure.
were discussed from England to Japan.

by

Her aot1vit1es

It was the latter·

that invited her for an official visit in 1921.

The

Kaizo (Young Reconstruction League) was hosting a conference
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and wanted Margaret Sanger to address them.

Her oo-

speakers were to be Albert Einstein, Bertrand Russell,
and H.G. Wells. (Douglas, 1970:164)
The Clinical Research Bureau was founded in New
York in 1922 by Sanger. (Douglas, 1970:202)

The Bureau

was· a contraceptive clinic, muoh like the Brownsville
Clinic, though extra attention was given 'to the necessity
of sound research.

Another important difference was the

employment of staff physicians.

stringent medical records

were kept on all patients in hopes of proving the relationship between birth control and health.

The olinic functioned

smoothly and without difficulty until 1929.

In April 1929

the Clin1oal Research Bureau was raided and the files of
all patients were oonfisoated.

Sanger complained loudly.

Chief Magistrate McAdoo said the police had 1·ndeed exceeded
the authority of their warrant by impounding the files,
though it was too late to remedy the error. (Douglas, 1970:

295)

This incident attracted oonsiderable attention from

the medical profession, for the issue of doctor-patient
confidentiality was of great import to them.

The outcome

of the entire incident was a strengthening of the Crane
decision, giving physicians the right to dispense contraceptives to "cure and prevent disease."
As progress was being made on the national level in
terms of increasing awareness and public support, there
was growing dissension within the movement's leadership.
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Sanger held firmly to the belie·r that new judicial rulings
were the best strategy.

Others were of the opinion that

direct legislative action was needed to overturn the
Comstock Law and make birth control totally legal.

This

rift led to Margaret Sanger's resignation in June 1928 as
president of the American Birth Control League. (Douglas,
1970:202)

However, she maintained her position on the

board and continued editing the Birth Control Review.
In June 1929, following the raid of the Cl1n1oal Research
Bureau, she withdrew from the League aompletely and
surrendered all rights to the Birth Control Review •.
(Douglas·, 1970 :203)
In 1931 a bill was introduced that epitomized the

rift within the leadership.
Comstock Law

The bill

repeal the

wo~ld

as related to physicians only.

Sanger

supported this bill, feeling that a wholesale repeal of
the Comstock Law would leave the door open

f~r

an abundance

of q_uackery in the contraceptive field, at least; until a
safe and effective contraceptive was devel.oped.

Others

in the movement, most notably Mary Ware Dennett, urged
total repeal of the· Comstock Law .. and did not suppor.t the
so-called "doctor's bill. 11 (Douglas, 1970:21,5.)

However,

the bill was killed in committee in 1931, 1932,

a~d

1933

and was not introduced again thereafter. (Douglas, 19?0:218)
In 1942 Planned Parenthood Federation of AmeI'lca
'.

I

evol"'red from the American Birth Control League, which Sanger

. I
I
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had founded in 1921.

Sanger supported research efforts

throughout her career, as does Planned Parenthood now.
Her hope was that a safe. effective and inexpensive
contraceptive could be developed.

Through the financial

support of Mrs. Stanley McCormick, a staunch supporter
of birth control, researchers joined the Worcester·
Foundation for Experimental Biology shortly after World
War II •. (Douglas, 1970:254)

It was from this group that

the birth control pill emerged as-the most effective means
o·f contraception· to date.

The birth

co~trol

pill was

approved for public use and went on the market in 1960.
In 1952 the International Planned Parenthood
Federation was formed at a population conference in India.
(Douglas, 1970:252)

In 1953 Margaret Sanger was elected

president at the age of seventy-three. (DOuglas. 1970:252)
?ergaret Sanger died on September· 14, 1966, at the
age of eighty-seven.

An

epitaph she wrote in 1936 for

her friend, Havelock Ellis, appiies equally well to her:
A great person. a beautiful sp·1rl t, a
world's work done. What more can one·
ask of life? · Finis.
(Douglas, 1970:262)

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ATTITUDES
A discussion of influential factors 1s essential to
the understanding of any social movement.

The areas of

politics, religion, economics, and public and professional
attitudes all interact throughout the life span of the move-

I

. 1

t
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ment.

As noted by William Bruce cameron in·Modern Soo1al

Movements, " ••• the essence of a social movement is change."

(1966:8)

This "change" is two-edged, the movement is

attempting to change some portion of the social order- and
it is

simultan~ously

experiencing an almost perpetual

internal changing process.

Social movements are dynamic.

This dynamism, howeve.r, makes

i~

difficult to categorize

influential factors aooord.1ng to their importance.

The

writer has nonetheless attempted to organize the various
components of the birtn control movement in their descending
order of significance.

It is fully realized that this is

a somewhat subjective categorization, though of importance·
in organizing the data.
1nclud~d

Criteria tor the categorization .

the perceived amount of aotivlty within a component

for the period under discussion as well· as an assessment of
the· impact of that activity.

Social and political attitudes

· are believed to· be of paramount importance in the period

1873-1960, .and therefore will be discussed .first.
Expressed attitudes, including professional, public,
and political, underwent considerable.change in the years

1873 to 1960.

Horizons

bro~dened

and sentiments

liberalized.
Professional-Attitudes
.

:

The,:role of the professions, particularly medicine,
has been significant in the development .of the birth.control
movement.

Examination of the changing posture of this and
. l
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other _professions is usefUl.
The medical profession for many years did not aoknowledge the importance of birth control;

neither the health

Dr. John

nor philosophical rationale held import for them.

Reynolds, president of the American Gynaecological Society.
elucidated that· group's view in 1890; he warned that they
.,
11 • • •

should have nothing to do with the nasty business."

{St. John-stevas. 1971:29) -Consequently, it was many years
before the medical profession became

involv~d i~

pursuit of a more liberal birth control.policy.

the
Dr. Jacobi.

1n hi·s 1912 presidential address to the American Medical
Association, made one of the first positive statements by
a physician in favor of contraception. (St. John-Stevas,
1971:20)

This was only a first step; . the support of the

profession was far from achieved.

Exemplary of the resis-·

tance to change 1s the 1918 account of Dr. William H. cary:
he developed one of the first contraceptive jellies 9 but .
was not permitted to publish it in any of the then existent
medical journals. (Hardin, 1964:242)

Dr. Emmett Holt, author of The care and Feedipg of
Children, encouraged his fellow physicians as early as
1918 to increase their awareness of birth control. (Douglas,
1970:157)

He felt a reliable contraceptive was imperative

and established a medical committee to-create a researchoriented birth control clinic.

Sanger

an~

other leaders in

the movement were delighted to see phys1oians taking

initiative in this area.
The 1920s saw increasing recognition of the issue
of birth

~ontrol

among professiQnals.

This was accom-

plished through multiple efforts, one being the activity
of the National Birth Control League.

The education.of

physicians regarding contraception at the First National
Birth Control Conference (1921) was an important step in
helping medicine
recognize . its responsibilities in this
.
area. (Douglas, 1970:-160)
continued to grow;

This

sens~

of responsibility

in 1925 the gynecological section of

the American Medical Association passed a motion recommending judicial modification of existing statutes to'
allow physicians to advise patients on contraception.
(The People Fack, 1972:96)

The impetus for involvement

was heightened in 1929 when sanger's Clinical Research
Bureau was raided and ·patient records confiscated.

The

prof ess1on complained vigorously at the infringement of
doctor-patient confidentiality. (Douglas, 1970:295)
proved to be a rallying point
In
11 • • •

fo~

It

medicine.

1930 the New York Academy of Medicine stated,

the public is entitled to expert counsel and informa-

tion on the important and intimate matter of contraceptive
advice."

(Douglas, 1970:213)

The movement felt 1t had gained an ally by 1937. when
the American Medical Association unanimously agreed to
accept family planning as a requisite.in both medical

education and· practice. (The People Pack, 1972:97)

The

medical profession exerted pressure 1n Congress, in
practice, and in its schools to encourage a liberalization
and acceptance of birth control.
In the early 1960s the .American Medical Association
acknowledged that:
An intelligent recognition of the problems
that relate to human reproduction, including
the need for population control, is more than
a matter of responsible :Parenthood; it is a
matter of responsible medical practice.
(The People Pack, 1972:5)
Here again the goal of population stabilization is linked ·
with the birth control movement.
Social work is another profession that has only
recently recognized its responsibilities in the area. of
birth control.

Not until December 1962 did the National

Association of Social Workers pass a resolution acknowledging the necessity of social w·ork attentio.n to family
planning. (Gray, 1966:97)

Provision of referral services,

btrth control counseling, and increased professional
awareness have beert more apparent in recent years.
Public Attitudes
Public opinion has also undergone considerable change
in the twentieth century.

The early part

o~

the 1900s saw

birth control as something not discussed by ''nice" people.
It was considered a nasty and unspeakable subject.
Comstock Law of 1873 reinforced this view.

' .

The

I

.1

l
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Margaret Sanger was one ·of the first people to make
a concerted effort to awaken the public to the respectability and urgency of the birth control issue.

Emily

Taft.Douglas. Sanger's biographer. wrote about he·r subject's
concern for public

awarenes~

of birth control.

book. Woman and the New Race.

In_ Sanger's

Douglas paraphrases her

sentiments:
••• man alone had been given the power to
perfect his race by promoting quality instead
of quantity •••• since any code of human rights
assumes that the individual-controls his own
person •. it was high ti'me that women gained
that basic freedom. (Douglas. 1970:138')
As puolic sentiment began to perceive birth control
as a respectable subject. organizations began endorsing
it.

In 1930 the National Council of Jewish Women and the

General Federation of .Women's Clubs both endorsed the

i

. l
I

birth control movement. (Douglas. 1970:213)

This was the

beginning of the legitimization of .birth control.
escalation of support

an~

An

public endorsement followed.

This increasing support was essential to the development

of the birth control movement. as it 1s for any social
movement.

It has been noted that.

For a movement to ·begin and gain impetus.
it is necessary for people to be jarred
loose from their customary ways of thinking
and believing, and to have -aroused within
them new impulses and wishes.· (McLaughlin.

1969:13)
This "jarring loose"
in Amer! oa, .

phenomeno~

was beginning to oc·our

:
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'rhe first large scale

~tudy

on attitudes and

practices concerning birth control was jointly conducted
in 1941 by the Scripps Foundation ·for Research in Popula- ·
tion Problems and· the Milbank Memorial Fund. (Jaffe, ·1973b:
17') ·Their findings

indicate~

that the majority of ·white

protestants·were using some form of contraception in 1941.
(Jaffe, 19T3b:17)
.g~vernment

sentiment;

It was

considerab~y

later before the

of the United States reflected this public
a lag that h.istory indicates is common, if not

inevitable.
Another study done in 1943, with a sample of women.·
20 to 35

ye~rs

of age, found that 84.9 percent of them

favored contraception for married women. (Fletcher,

1954: 245)

.

The impact of the Comstock Law on public attitudes
should not be overlooked.

These statutes confirmed, in

·1

I

I

the American mind, that birth.control was·an obscene,
dirty, and unspeakable subject·.

I

In 1935 NBC finally

ended its radio ban· on the subject of birth_
(Westoff, 1968:307)

I

cont~olo

Howeyer, this attitude persisted and

is graphically illustrated by the fact· th.at it was 1955
before a national magazine published an article specifically
naming methods of contraception;

it was 1959 before the

subject was mentioned in a television broadcast. (Jaffe,

1973b:l8)

It is surprising.that the media

showe~

such.

poor comprehension of public interest ln., and.utilization
of, birth control services.

I

·'
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A utilization and attitude study that was conducted
in 1960 revealed that 80 percent

Qr

favored birth control in general;

all American· females
only 13 percent

favored only the rhythm method. (Westoff, 1968: 59) . It was
in this year, 1960, that the birth control pill was placed
on the market.

This technological advance was a turning

point in the movement and from this point on the picture
of birth control 1n America changed rapidly··.
Social Organizations
The act1vi ties of social o'rganizations, particularly
those directli related to the birth control movemerit, had
perhaps a greater impact on attitudes and awareness during
th1s·per1od than any other single factor.
In 1914 Margaret Sanger

help~d

form the National

Birth Control League and publication of the Birth Control
Review began shortly thereafter.

As mentioned earlier,

this publication was the movement's initial means.of
communication with supporters t·nroughout the country.
· The Com.mi ttee of one HUnd!'ed

~as

also organized in

1917 by Juliet Rublee, the. wife of.an attorney with the
Fede~al

Trade Commission. (Douglas, 1970:111)

The

o.rg~ni-

zation was composed of upper-class women whose goal was
the emanci'pation of poor mothers.

It is not uncommon,

according to ·Social movement theory,· to find middle-class
·groups bonding. together to assist a less powerful

gr~up.

(McLaughlin, 1969:22). The committee of One Hundred is

·i

I

I

exemplary of this.

They hoped to accomplish their goal by

funding Sanger's defense on the Browpsville Clinic charges.
as well as educating the public.

They felt education Qf.

the public regarding the movement's goals was particularly
important. especially for the poor.

Ag~1n,

the Committee

was reflect1 ve of so.cial movement theory:
Astute leaders· and observers of social
movements have stressed the importance of
the disciplined minority, both as a form
for the tot~l movement and as a 'hard
core' which educates, mobilizes, and directs
the 1 m.asses 1 of the larger movement ••• 11
(cameron, 1966:15)
· Following the Brownsville Clinic raids the charge-bf
genocide was raised. though interestingly, not by anyone
in the neighborhood served by the clinic.

The charge

was suppo.sedly based on the fact that the clinic was
located in a largely Jewish neighborhood. (Douglas,

1970:112)

Sanger termed such an accusation as utterly

fantastic.

The charge Qf genocide has continued to be

tied to the birth control movement on an on·-again, offagain basis by some minority groups.

The black militant

group has most frequently been verbal in this regard.
Gener~lly.

the charges result from. an effort by. the whi t·e

community to substitute birth control for economic develop-.
ment. (Westoff, 1973:171)

GQvernment is finally recog-

nizing that birth control is only one small part of ·the
multifaceted programs that are needed.

It is generally

accepted, however, that the majority of the black community

-.
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accept birth contrC?l programs for their intended purpose,.
a chance for personal choice in the matter of fertility.
According to Charles Westoff, Associate Director of the
Office of Population Research and former executive
director of the Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future:
The picture of black attitudes is •••
diverse, ranging from indifference to
animosity. In the black population at
large, however, the average person,
especially the woman, 1s just as· anxious
to regulate her childbearing as is her
white counterpart. (1973:171)
Returning to the development and impact of social .
organizations, it has been noted that the American Birth
Control League

w~s

founded and directed by ?tBrgaret

Sanger in 1921., following a leadership rift within the
movement.

'rhe rift was based on strategy of change;
.(

sanger wanted new rulings on.standing

statute~

while

others held fast for repeal of_ old .and passage of new
legislation.
Planned Parenthood Federation of .America was ·
founded in 1942 as a result of the merger of the American
Birth Control League and the Clinical Research Bureau.
(Piotrow, 1973:16)
Birth control activists and_professional groups
continued to

wo~k

together, if somewhat disjointedly.

Areas of most concern during the 1940s and 1950s were
professional skills related to birth control,

~mproved

/·
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scientific technology, public awareness, federal expenditures (which were insignificant at this point), and.improved
leadership and governmental priorities. (P1otrow, 1973:19)
The health care rationale for birth control also gained
consider~ble

credence during this period.

The population control.advocates were also active
during

thi~

period;

increasing attention was given to

expanding population and shrinking resources; public
awareness of .these issues increased •.
International ·Planned Parenthood was founded by
Margaret Sanger, then in her seventies,· and Lady Rama Rau
of India at an international meeting in 1952. (Westoff,

1968:307)

This was the first organizational step toward

.making the movement world wide.

Population growth rates

had more influence in involving many underdeveloped nations
than did the individual rights arguments.
Perhaps the overall goal of the social organizations
of- this period is summed up by Dr. Alan Guttmacher, ·rormer
Presid.ent ·or Planned Parenthood Federation of AmerH~a:
We in leadership must replace mysticism
and ignorance in human sexuality by _9omplete
knowledge. It should be done at high school
levels and I think it must be done at college
levels. The thing we have to do is equip
young people.with a sense of what I call
responsible sexual behavior and that means
that on every occasion 1n which sex is

practiced - in or out of marriage - unless

there ls urgent desire to produce a child,
the most effective· contraception available
should be used. The young people want to
learn. They want to be sexually responsible.
(The People Pack, 1972:50)
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Political Attitudes
The political atmosphere of the early twentieth
century was partially determined by the executive branch
of the gove.rnment.

:Ea~ly

in his career, President Theodore

Roosevelt (1859-1918) made a statement opposing birth
control in Metropolitan Magazine.

He warned the nation

••• against •race ·suicide 1 and the 'willful
sterility• that 'inevitably.produces ·and
accentuates every hideous form of vice.'
(St. John-Stevas, 1971:20)
This tone of disapproval on the part of the government
was to pervade its activities until past the middle of
the century.
Groups that had political influence, though not
directly affiliated with the government, encouraged more
liberal consideration of the subJect.

The Industrial

Workers of the World (IWW) provide an excellent example.
William D. Haywood, a leader of the IWW, recognized as
early as 1912 the economic significance of birth control
because it was directly related to union members and
their large families.

Haywood became acquainted with

Margaret Sanger early in her career and ·encouraged her to
organize her activities.

He gave her the names of orga-

nizers in the silk, woolen, and copper industries and
offered his assistance in getting contraceptive information
to the working men and their wives. (Sanger, 1931:61)
This assistance was invaluable.

It was Haywood's !WW

supporters who, in 1914, assisted in the release and.
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distribution of Sanger's pamphlet, Family Limitation.
(Sanger, 1931: 61)

Throughout tne c_ourse of 1 ts existence,

the IWW offered the birth control movement moral support,
strategic advice, and practical services.
The Syndical1sts were another politically oriented
group (considered among the radical element with the IWW)
active during this period.

This organization was particu-

larly significant in Europe •. The Syndicalists in

Fr~nce

had advocated birth control for many years and issued
pamphlets and books to educate the publico (Sanger,

.1931:68)

It is significant that the labor organizations,

those in close

commun~cation

w1 th the worki·ng public and

its problems, were ·the first politically influential groups
to support birth control.
The years 1914-1915 saw birth control advocates
endeavoring to increase political awareness.

The Neo-

Malthusian League in England, led by Dr. Charles Drysdale,
offered considerable moral support· and public encouragement to the movement in America.
~hey

However, he indicated

would not actively participate in America's struggle,

but that this nation. should "fight its ·own battles."
(Sanger, 1931:98)
The National Birth Control League was ·rounded in

1915 by Margaret Sanger, its purpose being both communication and political involvement.

(Sanger, 1931:124)

The

stated goal was to change laws in an •• ••• orderly and proper
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manner." (sanger, 1931:125)

It was

wi~hin

this organi-

zation that the aforementioned rift in leadership occurred
in 1921.

Mary ware Dennett, presiding.over the League,

felt they could not support Sanger because she had broken
the law.

Additionally, Sanger's strategy was at variance

with others in the League's administration;

they wanted

total repeal of the Comstock Law and· new, more liberal,
legislation passed.

Sanger insisted· that new rulings on

old statutes would be more successful in achieving change.
The National Birth Control League continued to have
influence and be active following Sanger's w1th4rawal.
However, Sanger's charisma was an important factor in
gaining supporters and holding the movement together; her
resignation from the League in no way impaired her strong
individual leadership within the movement.

The importance

of individual leaders within any social movement, particularly in its early stages, is indisputable.

It has been

noted that " ••• their example helps to develop.sensitivities,
arouse hope, and break down resistances." (McLaughlin,

1969:10)
The Roaring Twenties in this nation witnessed
considerable political mobilization· by birth control advocates.

In their activities, however, they failed to

persuade one politically active group to join
Socialist Party maintained that any

refo~n

the edge of poverty retarded the main

~oal,

them~

The

that " ••• dulled
the fall of
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capitalism." (Douglas, 1970:154)

The party felt that

birth control would indirectly affect poverty and conse-.
quently. they re.fused to endorse 1 t·. · Other activities
overshadowed the lack of Socialist support.
Sanger helped found the American "Birth Control
League on November 10, 1921, following her break with the
National Birth Control League. (Sanger, 1931:212)

The

new League was legitimized when it was incorporated under
the membership laws of the State of New York.
The international aspects of the.birth control movement also grew during the twenties.

'!his facilitated

increased public awareness a.s well as some pressure on
the federal government to recognize the importance of the
issue.

It is imperative for the survival of any social

movement that their issues be recognized as important
and of general societal significance.
London hosted the Fifth Neo-Malthusian and Birth
Control Conference in 1922. (Doµglas, 1970:177)

Inter-

national conferences were abundant from this point forward.
The.Population Union grew out of the Sixth International
Conference on Birth Control which was held in Geneva,
b'witzerland, in 1926. (Douglas, 1970:197)

This.was the

only international group producing research studies,
bulletins and conferences on related subjects for many
years.

The First

Worl~

Population Conference convened

in Geneva in 1927. (Douglas, 1970:301)
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Not all aspects of the international scene supported
birth control, however.

It has. long been known that nations

often equate declining population with declining power;·
·this was the situation in post-war Europe in the early 1920s.
Many European

governi~ents

were urging high birth rates in

order to counteract their wartime population loss. (Sanger,
1931:279). The professional community, however, persistently
emphasized the importance of birth control.
The New York League of Women Voters utilized
poli~ical

pressure in 1927 and urged repeal of the Comstock

Law. (Douglas, 1970:200)

The twenties·awakened many such

organizations to their social responsibility regarding
birth control;

as public awareness grew, more political·

pressure was exerted encouraging repeal and changes in
the statutes.

Government, however, continued to harass

birth control advocates and indirectly publicize their
activities;

as noted by the New York World in 1921:

The effort to muzzle the birth control
propagandists.is as stupid an attempt at
obstruction as ever helped a minority movement. It is a puzzle to see how anyone can
imagine that police abuses, star chamber
sessions, inquisitorial investigations, false
arre.sts, farcical persecutions, dummy complaints.· •• will suppress the advocates ••••
The score today is all in favor of the birth ·
control advocates," not because of the .
excellence of their case, but because of
the sheer stupidity of the· opposition.
(Douglas, 1970:162)
The American Medical Association first expressed· a
change in its. attitude toward birth control in 1925.

At

'\

I
l

\
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that time the gynecological section of the· AMA recommended
a change in the laws to allow physicians to dispense birth
control information.- (st. John-Stevas. 196o·:i1)

The

American Medical Association spoke out again in 1937 when
the membership unanimously agreed to accept birth control
as

11 • • •

an integral part of medical practice and education."

(st. John-Stevas. 1960:11)
.International headlines concerning
again reached the public in 1930.

b~rth

control

During that year 13Q

scientists and clinic dire9tors met in Zurich for

~he

.

Seventh International Birth Control Conference.· (Sanger,

1931:341)

It was also in 1930 that Margaret Sanger

visited the USSR.

She brought back lengthy commentartes

on the state of birth control in that nation;
biographer. E.T.

Dougl~s·,

says her

of what she found:

Those in need could have a skilled, cheap,
rapid curettage at one of the large aborto.riums
run with the precision of an assembly line.
More basic, all dispensaries and gynecological
clinics throughout the nation gave regular birth
control instruction, publicized by po.stars,
exhibits, films, and pamphlets. (1970:211)
Undoubtediy the United States government wa·s a bit
chagrined to be compared in a negative.light to a
Communist

natio~.

did not change.

However, the posftlon of .the government
Government disapproval

ofte~

prevented

publicity or accurate reporting even when contraceptive
services were available.
subject~

Congress virtually ignored the

(Piotrow. 1973:31)

.

I
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The government finally made a token gesture in 1938
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed a committee
to· study population problems thrqugh the Nati"onal Resources
Committee. {Westoff, 1973: 163 )"
"The Problems of a Changing

Their report was titled

Popul~tion''

and .they concluded

that ..... transition from an increasing to a stationary or .
decreasing population may on the whole be beneficial to the
life of the nation." (Westoff, 1973:163)· It 1s here that
government began to listen to -the arguments of the population control advocates.

Their awareness of the irreplac-

ability of some resources, as well as a finite food
I

supply the. earth can off er, .increased along with government 1 s realization of the. imperativeness of dealing
the sltuation.

~1th

Interest in the health and weifare.

rationale regarding individual choices ·also began to
increase at this time.
The first official statement in the twentieth
century regarding birth control was made in 1942 by the
Surgeon General. (Rosoff, 1973:9)

He allowed states to

pay for birth control services from federal fUnds .Provided
through Maternal and Child Health allottments. (Rosoff,
·1973:9)

The public was not to hear from the government

again until late in the 1960s.
Concerns with .Population growth continued to gain
public airing.

The Cheltenham Conference on ·Population

and World Resources in Relation to· the Family, held in

'i
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1948, brought
the discussion to the forefront.
(Douglas,
.
.
1970:245)

Many of the.nations represented at the confer-·

ence felt effective birth control was one way of achieving
population stabilization.

The international scene, more

than any other, drew together the two parallel movements of
population control and voluntary utilization of birth
control.

Population.stabilization was sought through

utilization of effective contraception.
It was at this conference that Sir John Boyd Orr of
the United· Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
stated· that birth control had a permanent place in international affairs:

he predicted the formation of an inter-

natio_nal association. (Douglas, 1970:245)

The pressure

exerted by both national and international associations
concerned with population growth had considerable influence
on governmental attitudes during this period.
The first step toward mobilizing professionals
concerned with birth control occurred in. 1952.

The

National Academy of Sciences sponsored the formation of
the Population Council 'in

1966:260)

~ovember

of that year. (Corsa,

This was a private foundation concerned with

funding and encouraging research endeavors in the field
of population.

John D. Rockefeller III was the first

chairman of the board. (Plotrow, 1973:13)
These developments perhaps sound misleadingly
optimistic.

I

:

i.
I

The government of the 1950s maintained many
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of the old attitudes which regarded birth control as
illegal and immoral.

On the other hand, the public indi-

cated in many ways its support and utilization of contraception.

An excellent example of goveriunent•s negative

attitude during this decade is found 1n a December 3, 1959,
speech by President Dwight Eisenhower:
I cannot imagine anything more emp!¥ltically
a subject that is not a proper political or
governmental activity or function or responsibility •••• This government will not ••• as
long as I am here, have a positlve political
doctrine in its program that has to do with
this business of birth control. That's not
our business. (Hardin, 1964:248)
A clearer statement of governmental sentiment at· the time
ls not available.

This " ••• public policy stigmatized

contraceptive practice and created.obstacles· to obtaining
medical contraception," even for those who wanted it.

(Jaffe, 1973b:18)
Though he was strongly opposed to a birth control
policy in this country, President Eisenhower did appoint
a commission that ultimately commented on the population
problem.

In 1959 he requested a report from The

President's Committee to Study the United States Military
Assistance Program. (Piotrow, 1973:36)

The committee

later became known as the Draper Committee, after its
chairman, William H. Draper, Jr.

The committee found it

was impossible to deal with foreign aid without
population.

consider1~

Thus, in July 1959, when the Draper Committee

issued its report, Draper stated, "The

popul~tion

problem •••
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is the .greatest bar to our whole economic aid program and
. to the progress of the world." (Piotrow, 1973:36)

The

committee recommended that when aid-receiving nations
requested it, help should be given in dealing with rapid
population growth.

(St. John-Stevas, 1971:28)

This help

was to take. the form of establishing.. health clinics that
would provide contraception, sterilization, and some
abortion services.

This recommendation was extreme1y

important in changing the political atmosphere and ultimately facilitating a change in legislated policy on a
domestic level.
The Roman Catholic bishops in November 1959 prepared
a response to the Draper

Committ~e•s

recommendations.

Not surprisingly, it was disapproving·.
that the Draper recommendation was a

The bishops stated

11 • • •

morally, humanly,

psychologically, and politically disastrous approach to
the population problem."

(St.

John-Ste~as,

1971:28)

Politically, then, the first half of the twentieth
century was important in setting the mood for the.changes
tha~

developed in the 1960s.

respectability and

impor~ance

A gradual realization of the
of birth control permeated

the public, the professions, and the· government.
turning point. in the awakening of

A major

goyernpie~t

to public

in.1958~

A demon-

sentiment occurred in New York City

stration was held to encourage reversal of the ban on
contraceptive prescription in the city hospitals.·

The
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turnout was so tremendous that 1t was a strong indicator
to government of positive public sentiment. (Jaffe,
1973b: 18)

The groundwork for policy formation and implementation was done.

Tec.t:mologlcal advances (the birth

control pill and intrauterine device), the impact of
the Draper Conunittee, and the election of John F. Kennedy
to the presidency all signaled 196~ as.the beginning of
a new era.

'rhis era has been a period of blo.ssoming of

the birth control movement in this cotintry.
beginning in 1960 will be

de~lt

The period

with in the next chapter

of this thesis.

· .REiIGIOUS INFLUENCES

I

~

I

The religious influence on the development of the
birth controi movement in this country has been considerable.
A

brief .survey of official Catholic and Prote.stant church ·

pos~tions

will give a clearer picture of what this

influence has been.
For centuries Christian

doct~ine

stated that the

primary aim of intercourse was. procreation.

Any artificial

interference· was considered against the "laws·of God."
Sto Augustine of Hippo wrote·:
Sexual intercourse even·with a lawful wife
1s unlawful and shameful, if the offspring of
children is prevented. {Hardin, .1964:214)
This position was not altered and in the nineteenth century

·'

8J
churches reiterated the traditional doctrines.
It has been stated that Christian rejection of
contraception was related_to the rejection of the lax
sexual s.tandards of the .Roman Empire. (St. John.;.stevas,

1971:14)
culture,

They did not want to.accept any part of that
~hough

contraceptive techniques were known and

practiced at the time.

Their hostility toward the decadent.·

behavior of the Romans left no

~oom

for compromise.

The Catholic Church from early in. its history has
frowned on intercourse, even in the marriage bed.

Pope

Gregory, ti. .D. 590-604, advised married coupi"e.s to have
intercourse only for the purpose of procreation. {Weatoff,

1968:168)

He went on to state that if any pleasure was

derived by either partner in the ·intercourse, even if·
their purpose was procreation, they had tra.nsgressed ·the
law of marriage. (Westoff, 1968: 168)
Pope -Gregory IX set down d·ecrees in 1230
laws of the Catholic Church until 1915;

~hat

were

these decrees

related to "Voluntary or Chance Homicide."

He stated:.

If anyone to satisfy his lust or in
meditated hatred does something to a man
or woman or gives someth.1ng to drink so
that he cannot generate, or she conceive,
or off spring be born, let him be held a
homicide. (Westoff, 1968:169)
The Roman Catholic argument against mechanical and
chemical forms of contraception as "unnatural" anq the
association of "unnatural" with "evil" originates in the
writings of a third century theologin, Tertullian, ca.

84
~.D.

160-230. (Hardin, 1964:181)

Tertullian wrote:

.Jhat God was unwilling to produce ought
not to be produced. Those things therefore
are not best by nature which are no·t · frqm
God, the Author of Nature. Consequently,
they must be understood to be from the Devil,
the disturber of nature; for what is not
God'~ must necessarily be his rivals.
(Hardin, 1964:18))
1
•

'rhese attitudes and doctrines have remained essentially
unchanged in the Catholic heirarchy even into. the
twentieth century.
Some authorities feel that contraception had little
significance within the Church until the discovery of
efficient contraceptives gave it a reason to exist.
(Sulloway, 1959:40)

It is noted that the Catholic

Ency;clopedia 1907 does not include the topic

~'Birth

Control.-" (Sulloway, 1959:45)
The first overt

oppositi~n

of the Catholic Church

to the birth control movement came in 1916 in St. Louis.
~argaret

Sanger had arranged a rally at the Victoria

Theatre following the First National Birth Control Conference;

over 2,000 persons were waiting to

Sanger and her entourage arrived.

e~ter

when

The manager of the

theatre had been threatened with a permanent Catholic
boycott if the rally was allowed to be held;
were barred o (Douglas, 1970: 97)

the doors

This wa·s the first overt

opposition the Catholic Church exhibited in this

co~ntry.

The Catholic population of the United States was
given a slight reprieve by the Church when, in 1930, the

rhythm method was accepted as a natural means of birth
control. (Hardin,. 1964:228), Two physicians, Dr. K. Ogino
in Japan and Dr. H. Knaus at the University of Prague gave
the method scientific validity in· that year. ·(Hardin,
1964:228)

The Church was trying mightily to sway public
opinion against birth control;

they felt it an evil that

would lead many away from the "true path" of the Church.
However, their efforts may have achieved the ·opposite of
what the strategists planned.

On July. 5, 1930, in '!'he· New

Yorker, Helena Huntington wrote:
eoethe birth control question has looked
like a personal encounter between Margaret
Sanger and the Catholic Church. - One might
ask, however, whether the Roman hierarchy
has not after all been her best friend.
Several times its blundering opposition
has focused public attention on the birth
control movement which. was not ingenious
enough to do so for itself •••• (Douglas,
1970:209)
In spite of its
its efforts.

"blun~ering,"

the Church continued

In 1938 Catholic opposition remaine~ strong;

Father Joseph Vaughn said on a Los Angeles radio broadcast,
"Better a baptized idiot than a child unborn." (Douglas,

1970:238)

Several M9.ssachusetts ·papers received anonymous

letters during this year attacking Sanger as
proponent of the subversive

doctrin~

virility." (Douglas, 1970:238)
the mass media.
Hqlyo~e

11 • • •

the chief

undermining American

Pressure was not iimited to

The New Haven Board of FAucation and the

Congregational Church in 1938 both canceiled

L
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speaking·engagements by Margaret Sanger after considerable
Catholic pressure. (Douglas, 1970:238)
Catholic pressure extended beyond the United States.
In 1946 Shidzue Kato, a Social Democrat in the Japanese
Diet and head of Japan's Family Planning Association,
invited Sanger. to Japan.
General Douglas MacArthur.

She was denied an entry visa by
According to one Tokyo news-

paper:
In view of the pressure of the Catholic
Church groups, 1t was believed impossible
for General MacArthur to allow her (Mrs.
Sanger) to lecture to Japanese audiences
. . without appearing to subscribe. to her
views. (Douglas, 19?0:247)
What is interesting in this particular incident is that
Japan had only 130,000 catholics in a population of more
than 80,000,000. (Douglas, 1970:24?)
The catholic position did not vary during the
period 1873-1960.

It was adamantly against birth control.

The Protestant stand appeared more flexible.

The

first public support by a Christian minister for birth
control came from England.

An American pastor, Moncure

Conway, was speaking at the· South Pl.ace Chapel in London
in 1878.

He denounced the prosecution of.Besant and

Bradlaugh and was supportive of some aims of the NeoMal thusian League. (Hardin, 1964:217)
As early as 1913 endorsements were being given.
Reverend W.F. Lofthouse, a spokesman for the

Methodis~

Church, was giving evidence at the National Birth Rate
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Commission in London;

he said he would allow mechanical ·

contraception if "moral restraint" was not.

pos~U)le.

(Hardin, 1964:219)
The Unitarians were the first religious group to
support birth control;

they issued a statement of ·endorse-

ment 1n 1930. (Douglas, 1970:213)

The

~nglioan

bishops at

the Lambeth Conference followed shortly thereafter.

The

Federal Council of Churches of Christ in 1931 published a
report favoring birth control. (St. John-Stevas, 1960:11)
Other religious groups began endorsing birth c·ontrol in
that year, including the Presbyterians, Uni ve·rsalists,
Methodists, and the Central Conference of American Babpis.
(Douglas, 1970:213)

The Anglican Bishops issued the

following statement regarding birth control on August

15.

1930:
Where there is a clearly felt moral
obligation to limit or avoid parenthood,
the method must be decided on Christian
principles. The primary and obvious
method is complete abstinence from inter-·
course so far as may be necessary in a
life of discipline and self control.
Nevertheless, in those cases where
there is such a clearly felt moral obligation to limit or avoid parenthood and
where there is a morally sound reason for
avoiding complete abstinence, the conference agrees that other methods may be
used, provided this is done in the light
of the same Christian principles.
The wave of Protestant support continued to grow
and birtn control became increasingly acceptable and
respectable in church circles.

The benefit this gave the
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birth control movement is difficult to assess, though.it.
was unquestionably significant.

JUDICIAL INFLUENCES
The impact of the judiciary on the birth control
movement ·and policy development has been considerable.
As mentioned earlier, the strategy of the birth control
activists was utilization of the courts as a debate forum
to win more liberal interpretations of the statutes. ·That·
1s ess.entially what happened.

Judicial action brough.t the

first changes in federal attitude.

As.

interpretatio~s

were broadened the public became more vocal,· awareness
increased, and gradually acceptance came to the area o·f
contraception.

A review of the major judicial decisions related to
birth .control would be helpful in putting the role of the
judiciary in perspective.
The first major decision affecting contraception
came in 1918.

In that year Judge Frederick E. Crane of .

the New York State

Sup~eme

Court, Appellate

D~vision,.

heard a case concerning Section 1142 of the Penal Code.
(Douglas, 1970:135)

This section stated

tha~

no one

could give birth control information for any reason.
However, Section 1145 provided some flex1b111ty by.allowing
physicians to prescribe contraceptives for the cure or
prevention of disease, particularly venereal disease.

. I
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(Douglas, 1970:101)

Judge Crane stated in his decision

that a licensed physician could give. contraceptive advice
" ••• for the cure and prevention of disease."

He used

Webster's then current definition of disease, · 11 • • • any
change in the state of the body which caused or threatened
pain and sickness. 11· (Douglas, 1970: 135)

By this

def~ni tion

unwanted pregnancy, the threat.of abortion, and maternal
complications could be called conditions threatening pain
and sickness.

'!his decision a·11owed the law to be

stretched beyond its original intent;

the birth control

activists considered it an essential first step.
Davis vs.
1933.

u.s.

was heard by the

Suprem~

Court in

The decision in this case established that .intent.

to use contraceptive articles for illegal purposes was
necessary for a conviction under the postal and
statutes;

transpor~

this allowed manufacturers of contraceptive

products to distribute them to physicians. (st. JohnStevas, 1960:17)
Shortly following this decision came United States
vs. One Package in 1934.

The case was initially heard by

Judge Grover Moscowitz of the Federal District Court of.
Southern New York. (Douglas, 1970:221) ·The suit concerned
the seizure of a package of diaphragms (vaginal pessaries)
addressed to Dr. Hannah Stone, which allegedly violated
Section 305 of the Revenue Act.

Dr. Stone was ·employed by

the. Clinical Research Bureau at the time this occurred.
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This act barred importation of all goods for use as contraceptives. (Douglas, 1970:221)

Judge Moscowitz stated, "We
~·

cannot assume that Congress intended to interfere with
doctors prescribing for the _health of the people.n (Douglas,
1970:221)

The·government appealed the decision and.-Judge

Augustus N. Hand of the Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the
opinion of Judge Moscowitz.

He stated concerning the law:

Its design, 1n our opinion, was not to
prevent the importation, sale or carriage
by mail of things which might intelligently
be employed by consoient.ious and competent
physicians for the purpose of saving life·
or promoting the well-being of their patients.
(Douglas, 1970:221)
Judge Hand•s decision removed the last legal barriers to
the dispersion of contraceptive information to physicians
and other qualified persons;

it opened up the mails for

the first time since the passage of the Comstock Law.
By the late 19J0s most federal statutes were being
interpreted so that " ••• contraceptives intended for bona
fide medical use, for the treatment or prevention of
disease, and contraceptive books and pamphlets which are
not written in obscene language· ••• " could be imported,
transported, and mailed without legal· harassment.
(St. John-Stevas, 1960:18)
The judiciary entered a period of relative inactivity

conce·rning birth control following this decision.

However,

1n the late 1950s questions of constitutionality arose
concerning federal and state statutes

regulat~ng

birth
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control. (St. John-Stevas. 1960:23)

Mlny felt that these

laws denied the individual right to pursuit of happiness
and also violated the due process rights.protected by
Fourteenth Amendment.

t~e

The debate regarding const1tut1on-

al1 ty continued into the 1960s.

!

.I

In May 1959 the question of constitutionality came
·before a New Jersey judge.

He

decla~ed

that the· state

statute banning sale and distribution of contraceptives
was unconstitutional. (St. John-Stevas, 1960:23)

This

decision marked the beginning of more activity in the
United States judiciary regarding contraception.
Griswold and Buxton vs. Connecticut was·heard by
the United States Supreme Court on June 7, 1965. (Douglas,
1970:261)

The case concerned the Connecticut law of 1879

which stated:
Any person who shall use any drug.
medicinal article or instrument for
the purpose of preventing conception
shall be fined not less than 50 dollars
or imprisoned not less than 60 days nor
more than one year or be both fined and.
imprisoned. (St. John-Stevas, 1971:49)
The majority opinion was that the Connecticut law making
use o·f contraceptives illegal was unconstitutional · in
that it violated.the right to privacy. (Doug1as, 1970:261)
This decision moved birth control out of .the legal arena
~nd

into the realm of personal choice and freedom.

(C~rsa,

1966:260)
The New Jersey Supreme Court heard·State vs. Baird
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in 1967 •. The ruling held that the

~ew

Jersey law banning

explanation and display of birth control devices was·a
violation of the First Amendment ot the Constitution.
(Westoff, 1968:308)

In 1970 the Supreme Court declared that trassachus.etts'
125 year old law prohib1 ting the pre·scription of contraceptives to unmarrie4 persons was

unconst1tutio~l.

(Westoff, 1968:49)
The. same year that the

~ssachusetts

statute fell,

1970, Congress was taking affirmative action of its own;
the Comstock Law was finally repealed. (The People Pack,

1972:103)

This removed the only remaining rederal

restriction· concerning contraception.

Birth control was

finally out of· the half-shadow of illegality that had
plagued it since its beginnings in this nation.
The United States Supreme Court in 1972 made
another move toward establishing birth control· as an
accepted practice within our. society.

The majority opinion

stated that unmarried persons have the constitutional
right to practice contraception free of state interference. (Jaffe, 1974:166)
It can be seen that the judiciary, through a series·
of favorable judgments, helped birth control overcome the

burden of illegality placed on it by the Comstock I.aw.
The impact this had on increasing favorable public opinion,
encouraging

aut~orization

and fuJ.1,ding of birth control
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projects, and enhancing utilization
d1ff1cult

to

assess.

o~

contraception is

However, it is unassailable that the

effect was favorable in all spheres.
ECONOMIC ISSUES
The economic issues surrounding birth control during
the period 1873 to 1960 were negligible.

Governmental

involvement was essentially nonexistent;

economic involve-

ment definitely did not become part of the picture until
well into the 1960s.

By economic involvement• or.the

economic realm, the writer is referring to the funding
patterns of .government

r~garding

birth control services and

dialogue concerning the relationship between poverty and
family planning.

Also included in the economic realm are

those private organizations that financially assistea the
movement.
The

pov~rty

issue, which was to gain.a major focus

in the 1960s and even more so in the 1970s, did not appear
significantly during this period.
Several private foundations were

~he

major funding

sources for projects that were being operated during the
mid-twentieth century.

They were particularly interested

in professional and scientific research in the area of

population
Populat1o~,

gro~th.

The Scripps Foundation for the Study of

founded in 1922, was a major contributor to

research projects and endeavors. (Piotrow, 197'3:8)

The
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Milbank Memorial Fund also actively participated in the
funding and. sponsorship of many end.eavors; 1n 1936 they
provided the financing for. the Office

ot .Population Research

at Princeton University, under Frank· No.t.este1n's directlon.
(Piotrow, 1973i8)
Economic issues did .not achieve the importance they
h.old today until the· last two· decades.
influences will be discussed later.

Thei:r impact and

CHAPTER V

1960-1975:

GROWTH OF THE MOVEMENT

POLITICAL

DEVELOP~NTS

Poli t·ical · activity (executive, legislative, and
judicial) in the

era has been a major instrument

prese~t

1n.legit1m1z1ng the birth control

move~ent.

Changing

attitudes within the executive branch are a ready.indicator of shifts in the political arena of the i960s.
President Dwight D11 Eisenhower stated toward the end of
his term that he felt birth control was definitely not the
government's

busines~.

John F. Kennedy" did not encourage

government agencies to participate in the birth cont.rol
effort; however, he did not oppose the initiative of others
in his administration who were ·interested in this issue.
(Piotrow, 197):227)

Perhaps in part this leniency was

compensation for criticism of his Catholicism and presumed
ant1-b1rth control stand.
Lyndon Bo Johnson was the first president supporting
federal governments involvement with birth control;

he

felt the subject was relevant, important, and deserved the
public's attention. (Piotrow, 1973:227)
the prestige of the presidency to

~ring

Johnson utilized
more awareness

to

the issue, though he was reluctant to take the initiative

.

.
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in program development.
Richard M. Nixon, during his term in office, was also
supportive
control.

regardi~g

government involvement with birth

He urged funding from Congress and. more efforts

at program development.
Change~

opinion.

1n executive positions lagged behind public

Public support for birth control had long been

present, though the administration's perception of that
support was slow.

Washington has traditionally been slow

to recognize public attitudes, on this and· other issues.
(Piotrow, 1973:222)

As Frederick Jaffe noted,

. The change of policy did not transform·the
from a nation in which contr~ception was
rarely practiced to one in which it is widespread; it has been widespread for a long
time. · (197Jb :17)

u.s.

The health rationale was of the utmost importance
during the period of changing· administration attitudes.
This was pointed out by Jaffe, " ••• the fe.deral program has
been advanced, not for population control, but to improve
health and reduce the impact o.f poverty and deprivation."
(Harkavy, 1969:368)

Government was maintaining a micro,.

or individual, perspective.
Government's recognition of the need for birth control
services prompted slowly changing priorities.

Dissemina-

tion of birth control information and services within a
society is usually a result of that society's priorities
regarding the prevention· of unwanted

pregnanci~s

in terms
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of health, social, and economic values. (Jaffe, 1973b:17)
The general direction of government in the 1960s was
provision of effective contraceptive· information and
services to all in this nation who wanted or needed it.
(Harkavy, 1969:373)

The emphasis on education, services,

and their relation to general health status strengthened
the position of those advocating individual rights.
The affiliation of birth contr.ol services and the
health care professions was cemented during the 1960s.

The

government's recognition of its responsibility regarding
health care led to the incorporation of birth control·
services into this system. (Piotrow, 1973:233)
ians have noted, however, the recognition of

~he

As historneed for

change and the actual implementation of new programs are
often

c9nside~ably

separated. in time. ('Jaffe, 1966:1)

Such was the case with birth control in the early 1960s.
A very significant technological advance in the
beginning of that decade did much to mobilize the implementation of programs.
for

~se

The. ·birth control pill was· approved

by the United States Food and Drug Administration

on M9.y 20, .1960. (Westoff, 1968 :91)

The pill. was to

become the mainstay of contraception in this coµntry
(followed by the IUD);

1 ts effectiveness far.· surpas.sed

anything previously available.
Developments were occurring simultaneously in.
politically active organizations.

In 1960 the American
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Medical Association recommended tnat all medical students
be taught birth control methods in order. that they
utilize the information in clinic· settings. (St. JohnStevas, 1960:27)

In t.he same year the American Public

Health Association stated that they considered the population problem a public responsibility. (Corsa, 1966:261)
The birth control movement continued to be viewed as at
least one mechanism for achieving population

stabilizatio~.

The American Assembly in 1963 called for local, state and
federal governments to take responsibility for making birth
control information available to all who desired it.·
(Corsa, 1966:261)

The exertion of pressures such as this

no doubt hastened the implementation of policy and the
formation of programs to administer 1t.
President Kennedy indirectly provided a politic.al
mood that was advantageous to the birth control movement.
He was an ac.tivist on many social issues, other· than birth
control, and he brought enthusiasm and ·direction to the
administration.

One of the first. steps toward establishing

a national policy occurred during his tenure. · George
M~Ghee,

who had served on the Draper Committee, circulated

a report of the Policy Planning Council to members of the
administration

~nd

Congress in 1961.

This report stated

that population control was the single most potent influence
on economic development, both in this country. and abroad.
(Piotrow, 1973:56)

One of the main recommendations from
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the Council in this regard was expansion of research in
population at .the National Institute of Health •. ("Piotrow,

1973:56)

The emphasis on the need

tant 1n bringing the
together.

profess~onal

f~r

research was impor-

and activist camps

There was.unanimous agreement that research was

essential and that better methods of .contraception were
needed.

This agreement regarding research gave the pro-

fessional ·community, the birth control act1 vists and the
population control advocates a united
exert pressure for change.

fron~·with

which ·to

This was the major area of

consensus for these groups at any si}1gle point during the
movement.
The year 1962 saw significant developments regarding
birth control.

Planned Parenthood Federation of America

merged with the World Population Emergency Campaign to form
Planned Parenthood-World Population.

This allowed for a

concerted effort in raising public awareness and
positive legislation.

promotin~

It also further aligned the birth

control movement with the goal of population stabilization.
Indicative of the importance of such politically
oriented groups was their impact on the funding of the
first family planning project in this country.

Congress,

in 1962, approved the first family planning program for
Washington,

D~C.

health clinics, appropriating $25,000

for 1 ts implementation. ( Piotrow .- 1973: 119)

As mentioned

earlier, this caused considerable upset among the Catholic

ioo
clergy of the District of Columbia.
The population problem, as well as the health
rationale, continued to arres.t the attention of many in
government.

Secretary of State Dean Rusk was quoted as

follows in the New York Times of April 27, 1962:
For us to be indifferent to population
factors would be, I think, reckless on our
part and we do take very seriously the population trends, the impact of population
growth upon development plans and we shall
continue to follow that problem. (Piotrow,

1973:58)
Dean Rusk later met with representatives from thirty
private foundations to discuss the possibility of government and foundation cooperation in researching the population problem.

This was significant in that it ·

illustrated the beginning of government-private sector
cooperation in dealing with birth control.

Population

control advocates were pleased to see government recognition of the need for population stabilization.

The hope

at this point was that this issue. would be a major factor
in formulating policy.
The United Nations also played an important role
in the birth control debate in the United States in 1962.
During that year the United Nations endorsed birth control
and became an· international forum for the discussion of
the issue.
orientation.

This forum led to a-significant shift in U.S.
Richard Gardner, a repres.entative of President

Kennedy's Task Force on Foreign Assistance, gave a s.peech

--4-
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at the U.N. in 1962 proclaiming U.S. support for internation~l

birth

contro~

efforts; he perhaps gave more

enthusiastic and positive support for su.ch programs than
had actually jelled at the time.

According to Phyllis

Tilson Piotrow, author of World Population Crisis:

The

United States Response,
••• it was Gardner's speech at the United
Nations ••• that seemed to pull both government
and public opinion toward a new policy consensus much more effectively than did the quiet
off-the-record discussions that had occupied
the previous two years. (1973:67)
This verbal support of foreign birth control programs was
considered by many to be implicit support of domestic birth
control programs.
The· tide of support and public pronouncements
continued into 1963.

Setting the trend of that year was a

speech by former President Dwight D. Eisenhower, who was
serving on the Sponsor's Council of Planned ParenthoodWorld Population:
Once as President, I thought and said
that birth control was not the business of
our federal government. The facts changed
my mind ••• I have come to believe that the
population explosion is the world's most
critical problem. In some areas it is
smothering economic growth; it can· threaten.
world peace. Millions of parents in our
country --- hundreds of millions abroad --are still denied the clear human right of
choosing the number of children they will

have.

Governments must act and private

citizens must cooperate urgently through
voluntary means to ·secure this right for
all peoples. Failure would limit the expectations of future generations to abject
poverty and suffering and bring down upon us
history'.s ·condemnation. {Douglas, 1970:2?9)
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The population and birth control movements, though
with d.ifferent methods for achieving the co:rr.lmon good, had
drawn together scientific and religious bodies.with their
argum~nts

various

and the importance of contraception for

this country was gradually recognized.
William H. Draper, Jr. urged Congress in i963 to ·
increase its awareness of the population problem.

He felt

that a major funding effo!t was necessary to establish
coordinated research ·through the National Institute of
Health. (Piotrow, 1973:76)

This was

acco~plished

later in

the same year.
More

activity followed.

On July 20, 1963, Senator

J. William Fulbright proposed an amendment that would

authorize more research into population controi.
three weeks later Senators Joseph
Ernest

Only

s. Clark (D-Pa) and

s. Gruening (D-Alaska) introduced a resolution

(S. Con.

Res~

56) that would fund increased research in the

National Institute of

H~alt~.

were significant steps.

(Piotrow, 1973:78)

These

Attitudes had changed sufficiently

to allow their introduction and ultimate passage.
Additionally, an amendment to the foreign aid bill was.
adopted that allocated funds for research.of the population
problem in nations receiving aid.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
issued a report in 1963 that listed a total of 758 different
research projects dealing with human reproduction and contra-·
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ception.

The projects were costing an estimated $8.2

million. $4 million of which were federal funds. (Westoff,
1968:310)

This cooperation between federal and private

agencies was in all probability a direct outgrowth of
Secretary of State Dean Rusk's earlier efforts.•
Other significant events also occurred in 1963.
Soci~l

The

Security Amendment was passed and authorized the

ivaternal and Infant care Projects to incorporate birth
control service.s into their definition of comprehensive
maternity care. (Rosoff, 1973:9) ·In April, the National
Academy of Sciences issued its first· population

~eport;

1t

stated that government involvement was needed t.o curb
population growth on an international level and that.
domestically. birth control services were an essential part
of U.S. health care programs. (Jaffe, 1966:3)

This report

combined the themes of the two parallel movements, voluntary
utilization of birth

co~trol

and population stabilization.

Also in that year, Governor Nelson Rockefeller urged
the creation of a presidential commission to study the
population problem.

Cabinet members were opposed.to this

idea because they· felt that it would unnecessarily precip1 tate a confrontation between President Kennedy and the
catholic Church.

Federal funds and support of birth control

programs did not come about until the Johnson administration.
(Piotrow, 1973:89)
President Johnson, as mentioned earlier, was the
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first Chief Executive to give positive support.to birth
control.

In his State of the Union Message.on January 4,

1965, he noted:
I will seek new ways to use our knowledge to help deal with the explosion in
world population and the growing scarcity
1n world resources. (P1otrow, 1973:89)
This statement sanctioned· and encouraged federal agencies
to move forward and examine the ·questions of birth control
services and population growth.
The. first federal agency· to respond to President
Johnson's authorization was the Office of Economic
Opportunity.

As part of its antipoverty program, grants

were made to community-action agencies for
projects.

fa~ily·

planning·

By the end of 1965 twelve projects were

operating through grants from OEO. (Piotrow, 1973:91)
Senator Ernest

s.

U.S. population in 1965.

Gruening conducted hearings on
Public attention was focused on

these hearings and awareness sharpened; the need for
federally

s~bsidized

family planning and population research

programs became obvious. (Commission on Popula.tion Growth,

1972:254)

Prior to the Gruening hearings most rhetoric

dealing with birth control was attached to foreign aid;
increasingly, the relevance to domestic issues was apparent.
Another development in 1965 followed the Gruening
hearings; recognition of ·the need for service programs
increased.

Until this time emphasis had bee.n on research

and the need for allocating funds for this purpose.

Service

10.5
delivery now became an equally important issue.

The

technical development of the birth control pill and the
intrauterine device (IUD) made such programs

fe~sible,

if

funding could be arranged.
The Gruening hearings changed the t'one of the
discussion regarding birth control in this

cou~try.

to the hearings the most frequent question was:
you justify using taxpayers•
taxpayers consider immoral?"

~oney

Prior

"How ·can

for a cause that many

Following the hearings the

dominant theme was, "How can you justify withholding such
important and useful information as birth control from the
poor and disadvantaged who want to have it?" (Piotrow,
1973:107) 'The issues

whic~

concerned government policy

planners during the hearings,. as reflected in these
questions, were freedom of information, ciyil .liberties, and
the right to personal freedom of choice. (Piotrow, 1973:107)
Denying access to birth control information simply did not
w1 thstand close scrutiny when considering thes.e issues.
This nation's traditional interest ·in freedom of choice has
been a major factor in determining the

emphasl-~

of birth

control •
. With the ..Johnson administration's .emphasis on poverty.
and social issues and the impact of the Gruening hearings,

1966 proved to be a formative year in the development of the
birth control movement.

Perhaps the most definitive

pronouncement of federal intentions came in President Lyndon
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Johnson's 1966 Health Message to Congress:
We have a growing concern to foster the
integrity of the family and the opportunity
for each child. It is essential that all
families have access to information and
services that will allow freedom to choose
the number and spacing of their children
.
within· the dictates of individual conscience.
(Harkavy, 1969:368)
This was followed by a statement from Secretary·Gardner of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, when he
indicated the federal plan was,
· ••• to improve the health of the people,
to strengthen the integrity of the family
and to provide families ~he freedom of choice
to determine the spacing of their children
and the size of their families. (Shlakman,.

1968:77)
Considering the prolonged period of governmental silence,
these two pronouncements indicated a turning point·1n
governmental attitude and position.
Congress responded to the aforementioned messages
by earmarking funds for two domestic birth control efforts

in 1966.

These included service projects within the anti-

poverty program and HEW 1 s M:lternal and Child Health programs. (Piotrow, 1973:141)

Funds continued to be appropriated

at a slow pace, but considering the void of previous decades
it was considered

by

most supporters as progress.

However,

the slowness with which Congress responded and with which
birth control programs were implemented was a source of
concern to many.

This was a reflection of governmental

priorities; birth control simply was not high on the list.
I
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Frederick Jaffe hypothesized that the slow response was
related to general health-care priorities in ·this country_;·
the issue was quality care for a few or "basic core
services" for the masses. (Jaffe, 1973b:2~)

Increasingly,

the focus was put on basic services for the bulk of the
population; this included provision of ·birth control
services.

As the nation progresses through the 1970s this

has become more pertinent .in terms of health care priorities,
with the issue of National Health Insurance moving to the
forefront.
The government was rumbling slowly toward developing
a clear policy, and programs to implement that policy, by

1967.

The delays in the formation and implementation

process were found largely within government itself.
bureaucracy got in its own way.

The

As Piotrow noted,

By 1967 the greatest enemy of federal
birth control programs appeared to be not
the Catholic Church nor the black militants
but rather the ponderous workings of the
federal agencies themselves. The older,
the bigger, the more complex, the. more
professional the agency, and the more
insulated from substantive committees in
Congress, the longer it took to institute·
new programs related to population or
family planning. (1973:142)
This is exemplified in a 1967 review of the Department of
Health, :Education, and Welfare which revealed that none of
the department's operating agencies had an understanding of
what the expectations were regarding family planning;
consequently, a high priority had not been assigned.

1-08
(Jaffe, 1973b:20)

Perhaps in an effort to remedy this

situation, the Secretary of Health, Filucat1on, and Welfare
appointed a Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population and
Family Planning; this title was subsequently changed to
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Population Affairs. (Commission
on Population Growth, 1972:248)
is, dropping "family planning,

11

This change· of title, that

may be indicative of a

gradual shift of governmental emphasis from birth· co·ntrol
to population control.

A new focus on the problem may be

·developing.
Congress and other agencies also increased their level
of activity regarding birth control in 1967..
Economic Opportunity
birth control
program.

~o

a

amendmen~

~ign1f icant

An Office of

was passed which elevated
role in the anti-poverty

Amendments were also passed to Title V of the

Social Security Act which allotted a minimum of 6 percent
of Maternal and Child Health funds to be used for birth
control services.

Congress also amended Title IV-A of ·the

Social Security Act to require provision of birth control
services in all states on a voluntary basis. to.all persons
receiving pu1:;>11.c assistance who were deemed "appropriate."
The amendment also urged the programs to prevent illegitimate
:
:

pregnancies. (Goldman, 1971:19)

In part, the Title IV-A

\

amendment reads:
Acceptance of any services must be voluntary
on the part of the individual and may not be a
prerequisite or impediment to eligibility for
the.receipt of any other service or aid under
the plan. (Goldman, 1971:27)
'

'
·.!/
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. The Office of Economic Opportunity was also ex_panding
its activities in the area of birth control.

OE.O's budget

for birth control services had.reached $4.1 million by

19670 (Rosoff, 1973:9) .Regulations and.guidelines for the
implementation of birth control programs were appearing, as
in Title IV-A.

The Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare established its first guidelines in 1968.

They

stated in part:
Family planning services must be offered
and provided to those individuals wishing such
services; specifically including medical contraceptive services (diagnosis, treatment,. supplies, ·
and follow-up),·social services and educational
services. Such services must be available ·without regard to marital status, age or parenthood~
Individuals must be assured choice of method and
there must be arrangements with varied medical
resources so that individuals can be assured
choice of source of service. Acceptance of any
services must be voluntary on the part of ~he
individual and may not be a prerequisite or
impediment of eligibility for the receipt of any
other service or aid under the plan. Medical
services must be provided in accordance with
the standards .of other State programs pro:Viding
medical services for family planning (e.g.,
maternal and child health services). (Federal
Register, 1969:1356)
Other activities in Washington were evident in 1968.
'rhe Center for Population Research was created; it operated
Within the National Institute of Child Health and auman
Development.
re~arding

This group carried on considerable research

methods of contraception and other factors in

population stabilization.

In 1972 it was recommended by

the Gomm1ss1on on Population Growth and the American Future
that a National Institute of Population Sciences be estab-
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lished within the National Institute of Health to provide a
better research framework. (Commission on Population Growth,

1972:149)

Indicative of the slowness of the bureaucracy,

·this has not yet been carried out.
President Johnson also took active steps in 1968 when
he established the Committee on Population and
Planning.

F~mily

The committee recommended rapid expansion of

federal birth control programs for the poor, increased
research in.both bioiogical and social sciences, government subsidizing of population research centers, and
increased aid for population control on an international
level. (Westoff, 1973:164)
In the midst of this mobilization of government,
albeit slow, the population control activists and environmentalists became highly vocal.

Paul Ehrlich, a professor

of bi.ology at Stanford University,· linked environmental
deterioration with population growth in 1968.

This issue

became a rallying point for many activists seeking reduction
in the population growth rate.

Zero Population Growth, Inc.

(ZPG) was created as a vehicle to increase awareness and
publicize their convictions. (Westoff, 1973:165)
The population control advocates were alarmed that
programs were forming in terms of voluntary utilization,
1.e., a birth control policy, instead of in the form of a
population control policy.

Though

~egislative

developments

were not occurring as they had hoped, their efforts had
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nonetheless played an important role in the activity of the
1960s.

As more of th~ population recognized the reality of

the situation, increasing pressure was put on government to
do something about it.

The environmentalists also provided

·a new "enemy" for the movement, thereby strengthening 1 t.
This new enemy was less tangible than Anthony Comstock had
been, but was nevertheless real; it was the threat to the
quality of life on this earth.
President Richard Nixon was more verbal on the issue
of birth control than any. government leader before him.

This

was perhaps a result of the pressure of ·the times, for
Congress was active and the public was aware.

It would have

been difficult for any president of the late 1960s to ignore
this issue.

Nixon addressed himself to national .goals

regarding family planning:
••• we should establish as a national goal
the provision of adequate family planning
services within the next five years to all"
who want them but cannot afford them.
(Rosoff, 1973:7)
Nixon also addressed the health and poverty issues:
••• involuntary childbearing often results in
poor physical and· emotional health for all
members of the family. It is one of the factors
which contribute to our distressingly high .
infant mortality, the unacceptable level of
malnutrition and the disappointing performance
of some children in.our schools. (The People
Pack, 1972 :28)
The increasing emphasis on the

popul~tion

problem, heighte.ned

by Ehrlich's publications in 1968, demanded attention from ·

the adm1nistra.t1on.

Nixon responded:
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For some time population growth has been
seen as a problem for developing countries.
Only rec·ently has it come to be seen that
pressing problems are also posed.for advanced·
industrial countries when their populations
increase at the rate that the United States,
for example., must ·now anticipate. Food
supplies may be ample in such nations, but.
social supplies --- the capacity to educ~te
youth, to provide privacy and 11ving space,
to maintain the processes of open democratic
government --- may be grievously strained.
I belleve that many of our present social
problems may be related to the fact that we
have had only fifty years in which to accomoda te the second hundred million Americans ••••
And it now appears that we will have to
provide for a third hundred million A~ericans
in a period of just thirty years. (The People
~.

1972:26-27)

These statements notified birth control advocates,
population activists, and environmentalists that Washington
was at·least interested in what they were saying.
Senator Joseph D. Tydings (D-Mi) introduced a bill.
in Congress in 1969 that would create a new fundtng source
for birth control services.

His proposed legislation

authorized money for service projects (:$180 million) and
for research ( J~150 million). (Rosoff, 1973: 9)

The

Ninety-first Congress passed what had become known as the
Tydings Bill. in December 1970.
,,b'

It was title'd the Family

.

.

Planning Services and Population Research Act
(Public Law 91-572,

o~

1970

s. 2108). (Westoff, 1973:165) This act

accomplished several things:

it was the first federal

authorization of funds specifically for family planning
services and it provided a three-year.authorization of
:~225

million. (The ·People Pack, 1972 :119)

These funds were
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sanctioned for the following purposes:

support of research

for new methods of contraception; manpower training and the
preparation of educational materials; increasing accessibility of services for an estimated· five million low-income
women who lacked service; and, creation of the Office of
Population Affairs within the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. (The People Pack, 1972 :119)

The Office of

Population Affairs, which was established prior to the bill's
passage, assumed the responsibility for administering the
Title V family planning project grants in October 1969.
(Rosoff, 1973:10)

The year 1969 was more than the end of

a decade, it. was a new beginning in the field of birth
control services and funding.
Legislation in 1970 maintained the momentum achieved
in the previous several years.

Legislative authority for

birth control service programs was cemented w1.th the· passage
of Title X of the Public Health. Service Act; Titles IV-A,
V, and XIX of the Social Security Act;.and Title II.of the
Economic Opportunity Act. (Rosoff, 1973:8)

This legislation

confirmed the government's stand on the necessity of
provision of birth control services.

Research was also

authorized to a greater extent in 1970 when Title IV-E and
X of the Public Heal th Service Act was .passed.

1973:8)

(Rosoff,

It was in 1970 that both services and research

projects were placed under the direction of the newly
created Office· or Population Affairs, in hopes of maintaining
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continuity of effort. (Rosoff, 1973:16)
The Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future (Public Law 91-213} was created by President Richard
Nixon on March 16, 1970 •. (Westoff, 1968: 356) .. This was a
singularly important event.

The Commission's report was

issued in 1972, titled Population Growth and the American
Future, and had numerous reyommendations regarding future
action of, government.
..

The year 1971 also hosted a landmark ev:ent.

It is

interesting that in spite of all the government activity
that was occurring, the Comstock Law wa·s still standing.
It was not until January 8, 1971., that Congress repealed
the 1873. law. (Commission on Population

Gro~th,

1972:167)

The Commission on Population Growth and the American
.Future addressed itself to policy

co~siderations

and goals,

as well as specific recommendations for improvement.

They

were quick to point out that the United States government
did not have·an explicit population policy; rather,· they
indicated that most federal

program~

operated with little

attention to the effects on population gr.owth. · (1972 :252)
However, though· no well-defined birth control or population
.Policy existed, the

Co~ission

readily agreed with

~he

population control advocates that there seemed little indication to encourage more growth.
Neither.the health of our economy nor
the welfare of individual businesses depend
on continued population growth ••• we must.
conclude that continued population growth
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is definitely not in the interest of
promoting the quality of life in the
nation. (Commission on Populatfon Growth.,
1972: 1.17)
The Commission, while recognizing the.problems of too much
growth, emphasized freedom of choice of the individual as
the

bir~h

control movement had

beginning.

~een

prone to do from its

They stated their policy goals as:

(1) maximize information and knowledge
about human reproduction and its implications for the fami·ly; (2) ·improve the
quality of the setting in which children
are raised; (3) neutraltze ••• those legal,
social, and institutional pressures that
historically have been mainly pronatalist ·
in character; (4) enable individual~·to
avoid unwanted childbearing ••• (Commission
on Population Growth, 1972:122)

. ,. ..

The Commission's recommendations for implementing.
these policy goals

we~e

voluminous.

It is possible, how-

ever, to focus on the main theme·s of their report.

The

importance of education of the population was recognized·
and the enactment of a Population

FA.~cation.. Act

to aid
l

schools in establishing sex education programs.was
recommended. (Commission on Popula.tion Growth, 1972:125)
Education of the general community was also emphasfzed
in terms of birth control methods and the population·
problem;

this could be achieved through community organi-

.zations, the news media, and the schools. (Commission on
Population Growth, 1972:137)

The Commission also felt it

essential to remove all legal restrictions prohibiting
minors from obtaining or using

contracep~ive

information
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and services.

It was also recommended that restrictions be

removed from obtaining voluntary contraceptive sterilizations.
Liberalization of the abortion laws was considered imperat1 ve.

(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:166)

identification .of these factors was an

1mpor~ant

The

step ;n

recognizing additional mechanisms for dealing with the
population problem.
The Commission also considered matters of funding.
They pre41cted that by 1975 the bulk of birth control
funding would have to come from the federal government
,

because of increasing costs and growing

Govern-

u~ilization.

ment investment in research and health services related to
fertility was encouraged. (Commission .on

1972:166)

The Commission urged that

Popula~ion

fundi~g

Growth,

levels for

family planning project. grants be increased considerably;
they proposed funding levels of

~225

million in 1973,

$275 million in 1974, $325 million ·in 1975, and ~400 million

each year thereafter.. (Commission on. Population Growth,

1972:188)

They felt that these funds, coupled with private

funds, should. help ·Cover financing of all ·hea1th services
related to fertility •
••• public and private health financing
mechanisms should begin paying the full cost
6f all health services related to fertility,
including contraceptive, prenatal, delivery,

and postpartum· services; pediatric care for
the first year of life; voluntary sterilization; safe termination of unwanted pregnancy;
and medical treatment of infertility.
(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:185)

I

.!
i

I

I
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In terms of population growth, the Commission urged
the nation to n ••• welcom~ and plan for a .stabilized
population." (Commission on Population Growth, 1972:192)
In encouraging wider support of blrth control legislation, the· Commission noted that more than half the states
in the.country had active statutes which prohibited or
restricted the sale, distribution, advertising or display of
contraceptives.

These states were chastised by the

Commission; they felt birth control needed to be available
to all.
By prohibiting commercial sales, advertising displays, and the use of vending
machines for nonprescription contraceptives,
they sacrifice accessibility, education, and
individual rights in the interest of some
undefined purpose. (Commission on Population
Growth, 1972:168)
The Commission dominated the year 1972 with 1t.s
pronouncements and recommendations.
·zations were also active.

However, other organi-

The Executive Board of the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.stated.
in 1972 that they felt attention needed to be given to the
young, single female.and her need for contraceptives.·
rhe never-married, never-pregnant, sexually
involved female has not yet been reached with
effective contraception. The laws of· some
states indirectly prohibit this service to
minors and thereby prevent the gynecologists
from serving them or place the physician in
legal jeopardy if he does so. (Commission
on Population Growth, 1972:169-170)
1

•

This was considered a reasonable stand and gradually most
state laws have liberalized to allow

~ree

access to birth
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control services for minors and the unmarried.

However,

this was not the case in 1972.
Funding increased in 1972 following the _commission's
recommendations, though not necessarily a direct result of
it.

rrhe Committee on Finance· proposed full. federal fundfng.

of birth control services with no local.matching required.
Congress was reluctant, but did pass legislation allowing.
for funding of up to 90 percent of expenditures for birth
control service projects. (Rosoff, 1973:11)
Medicaid and Title IV-A had .somewhat increased the
availability of birth control services to many· low-income
families.·

In 1972 Congress imposed a ceiling of $2.5 billion

on expenditures for these programs. (Rosoff, 1973:i1)
Additionally, states were to receive their allocations o.n
the basis of

populatio~

rather than demonstrated need;

severely limited many programs.

this

Legislation also redefined

those eligible. for Title IV-A benefits; single individuals
or married persons with no children were to be excluded.•
'fhis was unf.ortunate, for this group had been particularly
singled out by the Social Security Amendments for services.
(Rosoff, 1973:12)

Considering ·the expanding role of

services, some felt it was overly pessimistic to receive
these restrictions with a sense of foreboding.
There was less governmental activity the year after
~

the Commission's report.

The major topic of discussion

during that period was a debate

betwee~

the

popu~ation
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control advocate•s societal focus and the birth control
movement's emphasis on individual rights.

Birth control was

still not among the higher priorities of the health care
professions.

The goals of neither the population

cont~ol

advocates, who maintained a macro or societal perspective,
nor the birth control movement.. which held to a micro or
individual perspective, were being met.

However, some felt

that increasing government programs might satisfy both
groups in the future.

According to Frederick Jaffe,

••• government policies and programs to
maximize free choice in reproductive matters
Will not only help. individuals to achieve
their personal goals, but will also go a long
way toward achieving the societal goal of
slower population growth and, ultimately,
stabilization. (1973a:402)
Jaffe has also·stated that it is entirely possible that
government's emphasis on

t~e

individua~

will

u~timately

lead to soci.ety 1 s benef1 t. that millions of indi v1dual
decisions

11 • • •

ma.y well add up to a national pattern that

significantly affects the future growth of t.he·
population."

(197~

:111)

Jaffe went on to

s~y

u.s.

regard·ing

the government policy that had developed:
••• a national policy and ·program to reduce
unwanted pregnancy is related to both over.all population and social policy. The
ability of individual couples to control
fertility successfully is, under current
circumstances, a necessary condition either
for reaching defined demographic objectives
or for improving their social.functioning
and their chances in life. (1972:115)
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SOCIAL.ATTITUDES
Ms.ny factors have encouraged the development ·or
a national birth control policy.

The· foundation for

development was established by mid-century, through efforts

previously discussed.

A simplified view of early efforts

.toward policy formation indicate a· coalition between the
birth control activists and professionals.

rne activists

stimulated public attention and awareness while the
professionals studied issues, away· from the public contro- .
versy, in terms of professional values. (Piotrow, 1973:7)
"In many ways the story of the development of birth control
policy is. a

~story

of

~he

professionalization of the

activists and the activation of the professionals." (Plotrow,.

1973:7)

This awareness was ·not found solely in the public;

government·was also involved by the late 1950s.

Until the

beginning of the present era the United States government
claimed few social responsibilities;

that is, ·the welfare

system was not developed and few government programs existed
to help members of the ·population in economic, physical
(medical), or psychological need.
during the Depression.

This was the case even

Because of this, birth control was

viewed as an inappropria:te concern of government.
early 1960s saw changes in this attitude.

'rhe

An examination

of social factors influencing policy formation during this
period would be helpful.

The birth control activists were concerned with
individual.rights regarding fertility control and child
spacing; it was

gener~lly

felt that this was a logical

first· step in the eventual development or· a population
growth policy, though that was not and is not their goal.
The population controller's continued to stress the importance of a societal goal of population stabilization;

they

wanted to pursue mechanisms .beyond contraception, ster1lizat1on and abortion.
Numerous individuals were involved in birth control
policy formation during this period •. John D. Rockefeller·
III, Hugh Moore, and William H. Draper, Jr. were among the
most active and influential. (.Piotrow, 197J:xv)

However,

the following were also extremely important in bringing
government to a new level of awareness and ·deserve· mention:
Senators Fulbright, Gruening,

Cl~rk.

Tydings, Taft,

Packwood. anci Cranston, and Congressmen Morgan, Hays,
Findley, Scheuer, Bush, and DuPont. (Piotrow, 197J:xv)
All of these individuals played a vital role in
encouraging policy development in the 1960s and 1970s.
Early in the birth control movement individual rights
were emphasized.

The social work profession felt that,

Giving people the access to the means to
co.ntrol the size of their families is an
expansion of human options that should rank
high among social work's commitments to
human rights. (Haselkorn, 1971:7)
Government determined 1n the 1960s to

impleme~t

the birth
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control movement's micro perspective.
to the individualo

Emphasis gravitated

"In the absence of such

a

national goal

for ·the United States, we are left with the summation of
millions of individual family goals:

that the rate of

unwanted babies be zero." (Corsa, 1966:271)
Because a value was being placed on individual rights,
the importance of human-dignity also came into the

p1ct~re.

Many people could not afford birth·control services as
provided through private physicians and

agencie~:

government's responsibility began to clarify.

the.

By 19"69 a

trend had developed to provide birth control information
and services to families receiving their medical care at
government supported facilities. (Corsa, 1966:263) 'The
importance of maintaining human dignity within the bureaucratic system became clear.

Frederick Jaffe stated,

••• publicly financed birth control programs
are voluntary medical programs which can only
succeed if they are offered with compassion
and respect for the dignity of patients, and
delivered with energy and skill. (1966:8)
The medical aspect of birth control policy is mentioned
here and it is singularly important.

It was the acceptance

of birth control as a medical service that facilitated
government support of programs.

Vera Shlakman in her

article •. "Social Policy Issues," stated:
Good pol'icy requires that information and
referral be available and.that they be
provided in the same way as for any other
medical, educational, or social service.

(1968:83)

i I,
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In other words, birth control was being included in what
was considered comprehensive medical care.
The emphasis on birth

con~roi

as a health

~easure

continued to gain credibility among the professions.
Florence Haselkorn, Adelphi University School of Social
Work, said in this regard,
••• family planning, seen as a vital need for
which services are required, has, within very
recent' years, achieved wide sanction and legit-·
imacy, through public opinion and legislative
and judicial processes which have removed
important barriers and moved the field away
from the margin of illegality where it was
poised for so long. Family planning ls now
part of national social policy, vigorously
affirmed by numerous governmental and
voluntary health and welfare agencies and by
related organized professional groups.
(Shlakman, 1971:xv)
Emphasis on individual rights and consideration of
~irth

control as a medical service had considerable impact

on early legislation.

Those emphasizing individual

rights capitalized on this health care·rat1onale to·a
great degree.

Shlakman also stated regarding this,

The main theme that marks current development of family planning policy at operational
levels bases itself on the principle that all
families, by free choice, should have the
opportunity to space pregnancies and limit
family size. (1969:73)
·
While focusing on individual rights and goals, the
government did not lose sight of rapid population growth.
President Hichard Nixon created a Commission to study
population and related problems in 1970.

The ;President's

Commission on Population Growth and the American Future,
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whose report was published in 1972, stressed the importance·
of population stabilizationo

They felt this was an

achievable goal.
Population stabilization under ·modern
conditions of mortality means that, on the
average, each pair of adults will give birth
to two children. (Commission on Population.
Growth, 1972:194)
However, even if this were achieved immediately, population
Rrowth would continue for some time because most children
who will be parents before the year 2000 have already
been born.
The population control advocates have not been entirely
happy with the ·trend of the birth contr·o1 movement and
subsequent governmental activity.

The consensus among this

group is that individual control over fertility will not
control population growth.

Kingsley Davis, Director of

International Population and Urban Research at University
of California in Berkeley, has stated:
The things that make family planning
acceptable are the very things that make it
ineffective for population control. By
stressing the right of parents to have the
number of children they want, it evades the
basic question of population polic·y, Which
is how to give societies the number of .
children they need. By offering only the
means of couples to control fertility, it
neglects the means for societies to·do so.

(1967:738)

Davis goes on to say:
•o•it does not make sense to use
family planning to provide national
population control or planning.· The
'planning~ in family planning 1s·that

of each separate couple. The only
control they exercise is control over
the size of their family. (1967:732)
Other population control advocates seem to ·support Davis'
view.

They are in disagreement with the mechanisms the

government has chosen and continue to work to expand them.
They concur that rights of individuals are important, but
not as important as the preservation of the society.
Population control advocates want a population policy, not
a birth control policy.

They emphasize that the societal,

or public, good (as well as its preservation) takes priority
over the rights of individuals to determine their own
fertility rates.

Though the population control movement

appreciates the.efficacy of voluntary utilization of birth
control in terms of individual health, they encourage
government to expand its means of achieving population
stabilization.

These were discussed in the section on the

population control movement's orientation.
Varying goals also exist among population control
advocates;

1t is felt by some that a population policy·

should not be limite4 to growth rate goals.

They stress

this, while being fully aware that an explicit
policy is still nonexistant.

Charles Westoff, Associate

Director of the Office of Population Research at Princeton

University, stated:
••• the United States does not yet have an
explicit population policy, if .that term
.
_includes a population growth goal ••• population
policy is and should be a much broader concept
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than a rate of growth and the means to achieve
it. It should include opportunities for
couples to reproduce under optimal.circumstances, a notion that includes considerations
of the health of the mother and baby and a
maximum of freedom of chofce for the couple
about marriage and the reproductive decision.

(1973:175)
The Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future agreed with the population
concern over rapid growth.

~ontrol

advo·cates in

However, they appeared to feel

that there were natural factors in this country favoring
stabilization without government intervention.

These factors

included a trend to smaller family size, declining birth
rate over the last decade, increasing employment and
expanding roles for women, a general concern over population
growth and its effect on the environment, and increasing
age at marriage, increasing technical quality of contraceptives,

l~ga~1zation

of abortion, and the feasibility

of sustained replacement levels of reproduction as shown
by other countries. (Commission on Popµlation Growth,
•

1972: 196-197)

I

Though the Commission· s~ressed these
I

naturally favorable factor.s, they also pointed out that
there are. unfavorable elements in our society conc·erning
population stabilization; specifically, they referred to
our· "ideological addiction to growth," the pronatalist
stance of many social institutions, and the absence of
minorities in the· economic mainstream which ·often prevents
their achieving small family goals. (Commission on Popµlation
Growth, 1972:197-198)
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The importance of human welfare and quality of life
also gained recognition during the.196os.

Both the health

and welfare rationales played strong roles in the birth
control movement. (Jaffe, 1973a:40J)
were emphasized.

The needs of children

All children need " ••• some minimum amounts

of food, shelter, protection, and education; and the good of·
society is served by insuring that they receive it."
(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:161). It was also
recognized that unwanted fertility tends to be highest
among

thos~

with low levels of income and education.

(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:163) ·An abundance
of i·arge families in low income groups led to the generalization that these people liked having large families and
were not interested in effective hirth contro.l.
evidence to the contrary has been

accumulated~

Considerable
The

Commission on Population Growth and the American Future
stated:
••• if blacks could have the number ·of
children t'hey want and no more. their
fertility and that of the majority white.
population would be very similar.· These
figures about our black population illus-·
trate the ·inequality of access of our
minority population to the ~arious means
of fertility control. (1972:164) ·
Access to and availability of birth control services for
low-income groups Will be discussed in greater detail when
economic influences on birth control are considered·.
Other changes were occurring in· ·the 1960s that
ultimatel:y.had considerable impact on the movement.

The
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environmental protection issue and women's rights came into
their own during this decade.

Public awareness of these

issues increased and their influence grew.
At· first these ideologies had little impact
on government population programs but gradu~lly
they provided strong reinforcement for existing

programs and increased urgency for new ones.
(Piotrow, 1973:187)
The women's rights movement did much to educate the
.population regarding alternatives for women.· ·,.rrad1t1onal
roles and attitudes began to change.
Above all it is the feminine view of.
motherhood which has altered.. Fatalism,
resignation, passivity or a brave accept~
ance of fate •••• thi.s attitude of women
who had blindly to submit to fecundity
and fulf 111 the obscure designs of nature
had disappeared, or rather is disappearing
with the abrupt decline in infant mortality
and with its logical corollary, family
planning. (Sullerot, 1971:66)
The women's rights movement also emphasized the necessity
of educating women regarding methods of birth control if
any formulated policy is.to succeed.
Today it is recognized that a society which
neglects the educa~ion of its women does.so
at its peril. Indeed no policy of birth
control can succeed if women remain steeped
in ignorance and superstition •••• A woman who
has no status in her family, among in-laws,
in her tribe or in her village unless she
has an appreciable number of male offspring
(her girl children will be counted as
surplus) will not seek to.plan her family.
(Sullerot, 1971:172)
Other value changes were occurring simultaneously
with environmental issues and women's rights.

As women

move out of the home and into the job market, attitudes
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toward marriage and childbearing are changing.

The social

pressure for married couple's to have. children is diminishing;
it is generally accepted that the childbearing decision
should be

individ~al

and free from societal pressures.

(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:150) ·As stated

in

the Commission's report:
It would be particularly helpful if
marriage, childbearing, and childrearing
could come to be viewed as more deliberate
and serious commitments rather than as
traditfonal, almost compulsory behavior • .
(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:153)
The acceptance of this philosophy by society is becoming
noticeable.

The impact of childless marriages on population

growth cannot be determined for some time; however, the
removal of societal pressures for parenthood is a notable
achievement.
Another value change that has influenced both the
development of policy and subsequent service utilization is
recognition of teenage sexuality.

As teenage pregnancies

increased, it became apparent to government and society that
teens are sexually active; ignoring this does not make it
vanish.

This recognition and acceptance has. led to contra-

ceptive services for minors.

As encouraged by the Commission:

"Adequate provision of contraceptive information and services,
regardless of age, marital status, or number of children,
is likely to reduce rates of out-of-wedlock pregnancy."
(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:145)
These issues and changing value orientations have
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been significant parts of the birth control movement.
As these

sh~fts

in public values, beliefs, and

attitudes occurred and government's awareness and activity
increased, the professions also responded.

Medicine was

particularly important, for the classification of birth
control as a health care service inextricably connected the
two •. A significant example of attitudinal change is
ref1ected in the 1965 American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology's official manual, which suggested,
••• that contraceptive sterilization be
performed on women under 25 years of age
only if they had five living children.
Women 30 years old needed four children,
and women over 35 needed three living
children to qualify •. (Westoff, 1973:34)
In 1969 the manual dropped all references to age and
number of children for voluntary sterilizations. (Westoff,

1973:34)
The medical profession also expressed an interest in
the young, single, sexually active woman; the Ex.ecut1ve
Board of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology
stated:
The never-married, never-pregnant, sexually-·
involved female has not yet been reached with
effective contraception. The laws of some
s.tates indirectly prohibit this service to
minors and thereby prevent the ·gynecologist
from serving them or place the physician in
legal jeopardy if he does so •••• The unmarried
female of any age should have access to the
most effective methods of contraception, even
in the case of the unemancipated minor who
refuses to involve her parents. (The People
Pa.ck,

1972:7)
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Hecogn1tion by the medical

·of its responsibilities

prof~ssion

in the area of birth control has facilitated governmental
involvement.
Another area of social activity from 1960 to the
present has been the creation of service outlets for birth
control.

According to Frederick Jaffe, more than 3,250

hospitals, health departments, and agencies were providing
birth control services to between 3.5 and.4.0 million women
in the United States. (1974:166)

In commenting on this

growth of service availability, ·he states:·
In less than a decade ••• u.s. law and
policy moved from deterring, or at least
making difficult, effective. voluntary regu-.
lation of fertility, ·to permi~ting it and
indeed using public resources to facilitate
it and to remedy some of the deficits
deriving from the inequalities in the
distribution of medical care. (Jaffe,
1974:167)
The United States had arrived
where .services were available.

a~

a

in time

The question then arose

as to whether, and how much, they would
utilized.

p~int

b~

supported and

To investigate this question a number of attitude

and use surveys were done throughout

th~

United States.

It

was found that from 1961-1965 there was a considerable
drop in the rate of unwanted births.

A decline of 35 percent

for whites and 56 percent for blacks was noted •. (Westoff,
1973:19)
attitudes.

Another study in the early 1960s indicated changing
In 1960 it was found that 80 percent o.f all

American women favored birth control iri

general~

while

I

.!
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13 percent favored only the rhythm method.

By 1965 the

figures had increased to 85 percent favoring birth control
in general with only 10 percent favoring only the rhythm
me~hod.

(Westoff. 1968:59)

The general use of contraceptives was on the increase;
this is indicative of attitudinal change.

The National

Fertility Study was conducted in 1965 under the sponsorship
of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; it was carried out by Charles F. Westoff and Norman B.
Hyder .through the Off ice of Population Research ·at Princeton
University. (Westoff, 1968:xviii)

Their findings indicated

that 97 percent of American couples who were able to conceive
utilized birth control at some tim~. (Westoff, 1968:10)
'They also fourid 1n 1965 that 84 percent of married white
women ·from 18-39 years of age· reported having .already used
some form of birth control.

This figure had increased from

81 percent in 1960 and 70 percent· in this age group in 1955.
(Westoff. 1968:60)

By 1970 it was estimated that over 6

million women (1:5) were using oral

contrac~ptives

and

1.25 million women (1:20) were using the IUD (intrauterine
device).
Attitudes regarding contraceptive sterilizations were
also changing.

From 1965-1970 there was a

JS percent

increase in the number of the population having sterilizations. (Westoff, 1973:37)

By 1970 one out of ten couples

with the wife over 45 years of age and the husband 1'1v1ng in
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the home were using sterilization for birth control; this
entailed 2.75 million couples, half of them choosing
vasec~omy •.

(Westoff, 1973: 37)

F.ducation seemed· to have some

influence on utilization of the sterilization option, as it
does for use of other forms of contraception.
found an inverse relationship.between
li~~tions,

One study

educat1on·~nd

tubal

i.e., the higher the level of education the

lower the number of tubals.

The same study noted a·direct

relationship between the level of education and

vase~tomies;

the higher the level of education the greater the. number of
vasectomies. (Westoff, 1973:38)
Education is unquestionably an important factor in
co~traceptive

utilization.

It has been found that of

college graduates, 94 percent use or expect to·use contraception and 88 percent have already used it.

In those

women only completing grade ?Chool, 75 percent use or
expect to use some form of ·contraception.while 65 percent
have already used it. (Westoff, 1968 ·: 62)

F.ducation has

also been correlated with the. success a woman experiences
with a method of birth control, particularly the pill.
"Those women who had not completed high sohool ••• had twice
.as high a dropout
school."

rat~

as those who had finished high

(Westoff, 1968:112)

These.utilization patterns

are perhaps related to quality of education as much as to
level achieved.

In a study of women with high school educa-

1·

~ions

it was fpund that only 2 percent had. not heard of

·1.34.

"the pill" in 1965, whereas 14 percent of grade school
dropouts had not heard of ito (Westoff, 1968:104-106)
has also been noted that black women use the birth
pill less than their white

counte~parts,_

education. (Westoff, 1968:106)

It

co~trol

regardless of

One last correlation of

contraceptive use with education is the.finding that the
largest proportion of women using birth control pills had
four years of college. (Westoff, 1968:104)

Again, perhaps

these correlations are related to quality of education and
lack of access to information and services as much as t·o
level of education achieved.
Contraceptive use among the.poor has also been studied.
01nce education among the poor is generally thought to be
of a lower quality than in white middle class areas, it
is an accurate assumption that many findings correlate
with studies regarding education.

"Couples classified as

poor or near-poor experienced 2.2 million unwanted births
during 1960-1965, or 36 percent of all births to these
couples." (Westoff, 1968: 301)

Contraceptive use ·among

the poor is unquestionably occurring at a lower rate than
in white middle and upper class communities.
The period 1960-1975 can be seen as a time of growth
for the birth control movemento

For the first time in the

history of the United States the federal

govern~ent

actively involved with the subject of birth control.

became
Legis-

lation provided a funding base· and service programs were
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instituted across the country.

Increasing utilization of

birth control also indicated that the movement.was achieving
one of its goals, a change in attitude regarding the
legitimacy and importance of birth control.

By 1975 tne

movement saw birth control accepted into the societal
structure and value syste"in.
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES
Attitudes toward birth control began to liberalize
by the 1930s in

mo~t

protestant denominations.

However, the

Catholic. Church was more stringent in maintaining its
conservative doctrine.

The only conciliation by the papacy

was the acceptance of the rhythm method by Pope Paul .XII in
1951. (Westoff, 1968 :174)
Clergy within the Roman Cathollc Church began to urge
tolerance of other methods of birth control by the mid-1960s.
Father Janssens of the University of Louvain published an
article 1n 1963 stating that the birth control pill was not
a true contraceptive and therefore was acceptable .for use by
Catholics. (St. John-Stevas, 1971:5)

This was followed in

1964,.,.--Jai th a statement by Archbishop Robe.rts that the "law.
of nature" rationale of the Church was not persuasive, though
he would continue to accept the prohibition of birth control
.on the a.uthori ty of the papacy. (St. John-Stevas, · 1971 : 5)
'rhese pronouncements were the fir.st indications of discontent
within the Catholic clergy on the issue of

....--.

co~traception

•
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The Church, however, remained steadfast in its opposition.

In March 1964 this opposition was

District of Columbia appropriated
control services in the area's

~25,000

pu?~ic

outspo~en.

The

to establish birth

clinics •. This plan

was vigorously opposed by the District's clergy and the Archbishop ultimately opened his own clinic in protest to teach
the rhythm methodo (St. John-~tevas, 197~:~9)
A step forward was taken in 1965 when the Ecumenical
Council in Rome recognized the existence of "conjugal love.u
(Westoff, 1968:174)

Up until this time the Catholic ·Church

had stated the sole purpose of intercourse was procreation.
It was hoped that this initial pronouncement recognizing.
another legitimate purpose in intercourse would
for a broader acceptance of birth control
hopes did not last long.

created by Pope John XXIII.

fa~1ly

the way

prac~ices.

Pope Paul, in 1964,

commission to study population and

p~ve

These

enlar~ed

problems

the

origin~lly

The commission reported back

with the majority favoring acceptance of contraception.
(Westoff, 1968:178-181)

However,

o~

July 25, 1968, Pope Paul

issued his seventh encyclical, "Humanae Vitae," and destroyed
any expectation liberal Catholics had regarding a change in
doctrine.

The Pope stated that any means of

preventin~

conception, other than the rhythm ·method, was a sin in the
eyes of the church.

He included in this category therapeutic

abortions, contraceptive sterilizations and all other means
of contraception. (Westoff, 1968:178-181)

A Gallup Poll
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taken shortly after the issuance of this encyclical indicated
tha~

only 28 percent of Catholics favored it, 54 percent

opposed, and 18 percent had no opinion. (Westoff, 1968 :188)
...

Many Catholics had been optimistic that following this

pronouncement they would be able to practice birth control
within the laws of the church.

This hope was gone.

As

noted by John T. Noonan, a catholic historian and professor
of law, the Church was perpetuating the gap that had always
existed between official doctrine and laity practice.
· (Westoff, 1968:165)

A study conducted in 1965 indicated

Noonan was probably correct.

The study found that· 11 percent

of married Catholic women under the age of 45 were on birth
control pills at the time; 21 percent stated they had used
birth control pills at some time in the past. (Westoff,
1968:226)

A subsequent study in 1970 illustrated even more

widespread usage of contraception among Catholics: 68 percent
of Gatholic women between the ages of 18 and 39 indicated
they were using some method of birth control other than
rhythm. (Westoff, 1973:25)

As Charles F. Westoff so

succintly stated, "It seems abundantly clear that

u.s.

Catholics have rejected the 1968 Papal Encyclical ••• "
(1973:30)

He also predicted that because of laity pressure.

official doctrine would ultimately_ change. (Westoff, 1973:30)
The Catholic Church not only tried to influence
practice within its confines, but

al~o

in the secular realm.

Its impact on funding practices prior to the 1960s is a
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notable example.

According to Hudson Hoagland, the first

.di_rector of the Worcester Foundation of Experimental
Biology, where the birth control pill was inftially
developed,
The government would give us nothing.for
work on anti-fertility compounds nor would
philanthropic foundations, both for the same
political reason~ fear of the Catholics.
(Douglad, 1970:255)
The Catholic Church has continued its attempts to influence
birth control policy in this country. ·The impact of these
efforts appeared to be diminishing until the 1976- Vatican·
encyclical condemning sex for pleasure and emphasizing it
as a procreative function only.

This encyclical also

reiterated the Vatican's disapproval of all

'r.~rms

.. of birth

control other than the rhythm method.
ECONOMIC ISSUES·

The economics of birth control policy are essential
to any discussion of policy formation;
lep:islative base for funding.

this includes the

Th.is section will deal with

philosophies underlying this nation •_s economic· 1eg1slatiot:i
rep;arding birth control services.
include basic assumptions

re~ated

Factors to b.e considered
to birth control, the

impact of the poverty issue, and a brief overview· of some
funding legislation.
Until the late 1960s, it is noted that local and state
governments prohibited tax supported birth control serviceso
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(Corsa, 1966:260)

This is reflected in the following state-

ment issued by Planned Parenthood.regarding this economic
aspect of birth control services:
••• women who can afford a private consultation with a doctor may obtain contraceptive
care, poorer women cannot ••• the law makes the
less efficient types of contraceptive available
but outlaws the more effective; the poor who
depend on.public clinics for medical advice
are kept ignorant of the subject, many of them
being unaware that contraceptives can be
obtained at drugstores, provided they are
purchased as prophylactics. (St. John-Stevas,
1960:26)
Religious

~nd

political controversy were the main

behind this dictum.

facto~s

The ultimate effect of thls.lack of

support was the denial of birth

cont~ol

knowledge and

services to low-income families who depend on public tax
supported medical care.

These services were available to

most Americans through private sources.

This position

changed as public s_upport arid government awareness of birth
control increased.

The number of states with local health

departments providing birth control services increased
from seven in 1960 to twenty-seven in 1965. (Corsa, 1966:261)
Figure 4

f~rther

occurr1n~ ~uring

indicates the changes· in

avai~ability

this time period.

Government agencies concerned with the economics of
birth control policy became involved

~t

different rates.

Exemplary of th1s is the Office of Economic Opportunity which
offered a more perceptible commit·ment to birth control in
the mid-1960s than did the Department of· Health, Education,
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and Welfare. (Sheppard, 1967:26)

Direct delivery of birth

control services to the low-income groups at.this time was
made possible by OEO.

Harold L. Sheppard, author of Effects

of Family Planning on Poverty in the United States, made the
following statement concerning HEW's slowly-developing
orientation .toward comprehensive health care:·
oy concentrating on the doctrine of
•comprehensiveness• in·its health programs,
the department in practice does not mean
comprehensive, but rather wha~ever state and
local health departments care to provide.
If those departments indicate a preference
for family planning services as part of
their total offerings, HEW will not object.
But apparently HEW will do little to
initiate. The desire not to earmark any
funds for family planning means in reality
that by the time co"ngressional authorizations
and appropriations reduce requested funds
for all health programs, very little remains
for new programs over and above traditional
and previous obligations at the local level.
(1969: 24)
What Sheppard emphasized was that by the. mid-1960s no
explicit national birth ·control policy

~xisted.

Local and

state governments were pursuing or not pursuing birth
control at their own discretion;

no national directives

were available.
Federal agencies continued to emphasize the health .
and welfare rationale in implementing birth control service
projects; others countered that this was not sufficient.
The environmentalists and population control advocates were
the most vocal in this debate.

Suggestions.were proffered

that would help eliminate the subtle pronatalist policies
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of the nation.

Instituting financial

re~ards

to discourage

reproduction was in the forefront; it was felt that reversing
the present system of tax exemptions would achieve· this.
(Ehrlich, 1968:136)

Other suggestions included placing

luxury taxes on many infant items, while making sure that
essentials would be available to the ·poo:r. (Ehrlich,

1968:137)

It was particularly emphasized that the American

public must be awakened to the fact
associated with

popula~1on

~hat

." ••• problems

growth will more than cancel the

'adyantages' of financial prosperity." (Ehrlich, 1968:151)
The population control·movement was not

alon~

in

stating the undesirability of continued population growt'h;
the Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future was also concerned.
We have looked for, and have not found,
any convincing economic argument for continued national population growth. The health
of our economy does not depend on it. The
vitality of business does not depend on it.
The welfare of the average person certainly_
does not-depend on it. (Commission on
Population Growth, 1972:53)
It has been pointed out by some authors that population
grow~h

has long been associated with economic growth;

this

causes some to fear that zero population growth would
mean zero economic growth. (Westoff, 1973:97)

However,

population control advocates consider this to be faulty
reasoning.

They state that the faster the rate of population

growth, the less real income there is for each individual;
at zero population growth (two children per family) the

income per person would increase 2.1 times in thirty,years
and 3.4 times in fifty yearso (Westoff, 1973:99)

This is

indeed an economically significant reason for curbing .
population growth.
Another economic factor affecting birth control service
projects is ·related· to private industry.

Few private

insurance companies will finance items such as office

visi~s,

drugs, and laboratory tests; these are the essentials ·of
birth control provision, for. it is basically an outpatient
health service. (Commission on Population Growth, 1972:185)
Poverty Considerations
A discussion of issues related to p·overty is also
essential to consideration of economic policy, related to
birth control.

rt.is estimated there are twice as many

unwanted births in families earning $4,000 per year and less,
than in families earning $10,000 per year and.more.
(Commission on Population Growth, 1972:165)

Perhaps this is

indicative of a breakdown in birth control service delivery
to low-income groups.
Education, awareness, availability, and accessibility
are factors to consider in low-income utilization of birth
control service·s.

Low-income areas are believed to have

lower quality educational syst·ems; this contributes to
slower academic and social development.
noted:

Charles Westoff
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According to the 1965 National Fertility
Study, among couples under forty-five, only
22 percent of black women were correctli
informed about when during their cycles they
could become pregnant, While 50 percent of
white women were accurately informed. In
the South where educational facilities for
blacks are most deficient. only 18 percent
of black women knew when their fertile period
came. And· among black women w1tn less than
a high. school education, only 15 percent had
. some idea of their fertile perfod. (1968 :259)
This offers some explanation as to why inadequate. birth
control usage and higher birth· rates are evident in most
.

.

low-income groups.

In considering origins of poverty and its relationship.
to birth control, emphasis is placed on the premise that
birth rates among the poor are not only

·~

result of poverty,

they can be a cause of poverty. (Sheppard, 1967: 8 ) .Birth
control ( 1. e. , the number, timing, and spacing of births >'
can lead to conditions that·allow for increased income and
therefore to a reduction of poverty. (Sheppard, 1967:1)
It is known that the proportion of womeri having more
children than they want increases as income level decreases.
The q.uestion arises as . to why low-inc·ome groups do
not more adequately utilize birth control.

Sheppard gives

a partial answer 1n the following statement:
For the poor ••• the explanation for their
high birth rates includes the factor of inadequate funds for birth control devlces, but it
also includes such factors as unawareness·of ·
such devices, unavailability of family planning
services, and a host of attitudinal. factors
(apart from personal religious prohibitions),
all of which are su~ject to change if free
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(or minimal-cost) services are made available
and if pare·nts desirous of smaller families
are c9unseled regarding the nonreligious
attitudes that may tend to prevent them from
actually practicing family planning. (1967;8)
The way in which service is delivered also helps explain
why low-income utilization is not what it might be.

Long

waiting periods, curt staff, demeaning attitudes, and
unnecessary questions all inhibit. util1za t1on · b.y the poor.
According to Vera Shlakman,
••• low-income families will use effective
family planning services if they are provided
in an acceptable way, i.e., with dignity· and
respect •••• family planning is a ·basic health
service that should be available through
subsidized public provision like other health
services. (1968:75)
Inadequate utilization of services by the poor has
le~

to some programs directed toward this grQup.

The result.

of this action has been a charge of genocide by black
militants.

This charge undoubtedly inhibits some from

utilizing services who very much want to, for fear of being
considered "traitors" to their race.

Broadening the focus

of the programs, incorporating minority workers and dealing
wtth infertility ·problem.s as well as birth control has
helped overcome some anxieties of minority groups.
aptly

p~t

As was

by one writer regarding use of mtnority personnel,

"It is evident that advice to any group on how
its numbers comes
(Hardin, 1964:304)

wi~h

~o

best grace from within the

limit
memb~rship."

This has been implemented by Planned

Parenthood with considerable success. ·According to
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Frederick Jaffe,
There is evidence that when cost and
other barriers are removed from access to
medical care, and a valuable service is
offered, differential utilization of medical
services by social class largely disappears.
That is the key hypothesis on Which Planned
Parenthood's approach to family planning
has been based. organized family planning
programs for people of low or marginal income
have been growing at an average annual rate
of 32 percent a year for five years.

(1973b:23)

Before turning to general funding policies, let us
consider the cost of birth control programs and their
effectiveness.

As mentioned

Planned Parenthood

earlie~,

has estimated that a $10 million program

in~olving

500,000

women with an annual cost of $20 per patient would produce
a savings of about $250 million. (Sheppard, 1967:19)
savings would be in terms of reduced
maternal

he~lth

expenditure~

This

on

care, child health care, mental retardation,

and welfare costs. (Sheppard, 1967:19)

Sheppard considers

family planning programs to be the most cost--effecti ve
I.

pro~rams

available in reducing poverty. (1967:22)

The emphasis for-remedying the poverty situation in
this c·ountry is misdirected, according to several authors.
A widely held opinion has been that an
increase in family income must precede.a reduction in family size, with the policy implication
being that emphasis should be placed exclusively
on those fisca1, monetary, and struct~ral
measures that produce an increase in individual ·
and family incomes. (Sheppard, 1967:1)
The concensus is changing, however, and many now feel that
family planning cari be utilized as a major instrument in
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reducing and preventing poverty.

It is also being recognized

that current programs are hardly adequate in terms of ·the
demand 1n·1ow-income groups.

Dr. Alan Guttmacher, former President· or Planned
Parenthood-World Population, summed up the needed direction
of economic policy during his testimony before the Senate
Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower, and

P~verty

on

June 8, 1967:
. It is apparent that today in the United
States family planning is accepted as an
important and necessary component of community
health services. The question that faces us
today is not whether or not family planning
services ai=e needed; it is not a question of
beneficial results; it iS-n~even a question
of individual or societal acceptance, rather
it is a question of the degree of priority we
are willing to place on family planning
services for the medically impoverished and ·
how far we are willing to go to implement
that priority. (Sheppard, .1967: 27)
Government is finally turning toward provision of effective
mass programs to assist impoverished Americans in controlling
their family. size.·
Funding Considerations
Governmental funding was not an issue in birth c·ontrol
programs until well into the 1930s.

At that time private

foundations began providing some money for professional and
scientific study in the area of
(Piotrow, 1973:8)

populatio~

and

birt~

control.

As mentioned earlier, the Scripps

.Foundation for the Study of Population and the Milbank
Memorial Fund· were pioneers in this area·.

These foundations
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ultimately helped bring government
Private foundations

11 • • •

f~n~1ng

into the picture.

were an indirect but powerful

force impelling the American

~overnment

toward recognition

of .the population problem." (Piotrow, 1973:15)·

Increasing funds were available for birth control
pr.ograms beginning in 1967; this is indicative of a change
in Congressional· priorities. (Rosoff, 1973:7)
National Analysts, Inc. conducted a study in 1968
for the Department of Health., Education, and Welfare
concerning the cost of birth con~rol ·projects.and the components of the ideal service project.

The study revealed

that in 1968 the average cost of a project was $135,000 a
year, though with a sample
(Okada, 1973:101)

~ange

of $27,323 to $443,555.

The project operating costs were

distributed, on the average, as follows:

44 percent:
36 percent:

20 percent:

direct medical costs
indirect costs (e.g., transportation, child care, follow-up)
direct supporting and other costs
(Okada, 1973:101)

The cost per patient per year in
was

1~76.

(Okada·, 1973 :103)

~ost

of these projects

The study went on ·to describe

the "ideal" family planning service project:

it would

have a volume of about 3,000 patients, a budget of
and an institutional base. (Okada, 1973:106)

:~175,000,

f.Bny projects

do not have these ideal operating c9nditions; most have
too many patients, too
facilities.

l~ttle

money, and inadequate
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Government funding of birth control projects did
increase in the 1960s, but remained_ far below what was needed.
ay 1971,

~27

million was committed directly to research and

development of new contraceptive methods. (Westoff, 1973:48)
In that year, however, Planned Parenthood rece-ived only
42 percent of its operating funds from the federal government, though it remained the core of birth control service
delive·ry in this country. (The PeoPle Pa."ck, 1972_:115)
lack of federal funds is indicative of the

absen~e

This

of an

explicit birth control policy.
The Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future r·ecommended increased funding levels for bir.th
control in 1972.

They felt ·that at least

~100

million

annually was needed for research in reproductive science
and

'.~100

million annually was also needed for research

in contraceptive methods. (Commission on Population Growth,
1972:182)

By 1974 federal funding for birth control had

reached :5150 million, but was still not achieving all the
goals which had been set.

(Jaffe~

1974:166)

The year 1975

saw a cutback in funds for birth _control services and
research.

Many feel that this is the beginning of a down-

turn in funding, in spite of the fact. that adequate levels
of economic support have never been

a~hieved

in this

country and an explicit policy has never developed.
do we go from here?

Where

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The birth control movement in the United States,
beginning in 1873 and extending past the middle of the
twentieth centur,y, has been shown to be definable as.a social
movement.

It was initiated by a conflict of· value orienta- ·

tions through the passage of the Comstock Law; it was
composed of individuals banding

toget~er

to bring about a

change in the social structure; and, it eventually spread
to national proportions.

The movement persfsted over a

period of time and remained relatively cohesive in order to
achieve its end:

the availability of birth control to all

who chose voluntarily to use it.
The birth control movement can also be described in
terms of those conditions leading to the formation of a
social movement:

(1) Men must consciously recognize their
dissatisfactions and share these with others.
(2) Men must believe in their own ability to
reshape the course of their lives.· (3) Men
must live under conditions in which the
banding together to change something is
both possible and plausibly effective·.
(Cameron, 1966:10)
rhe birth control movement in the United States satisfied

1

all of these conditions.
This dissertation has shown that two parallel movements
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were in existence and were influential regarding this
nation's attitude (both public and. governmental) toward
birth

cont~ol.

First was the birth oontrol movement itself,

with its emphasis on voluntary utilization of contraceptlon
and an orientation to the individual.
was the

popula~ion

The second movement

control movement which emphasized the

need for a national population growth policy aimed at
stabilizing population; their orientation is societal.
These movements do have some important similarities,
however.

First, they both place great emphasis on planning

(versus not planning) for the future.

They both profess

that man's future (individual and societal) is within his
control, if only he will exert the effort.

Second, both

believe·contraception is a legitimate mechanism regarding
individual health; disagreement regarding contraception·
arises in discussing its effectiveness as a means of
population stabilization.

The population control movement

feels contraception alone is not adequa~e, that broader
social policies are needed.
As these two movements passed into the· 1960s there
was considerable competition f.or publicity, public support,
and dominance in legislation.

This escalation of compet.1 ti on

occurred primarily because the public had been awakened to
the population control movements perspective: the earth
cannot support unlimited growth in a finite sphere.
awakening ·served the interest of both movements, for

This

voluntary utilization of birth contro1 was· viewed as one
mechanism for achieving population stabilization.
Those advocating voluntary utilization (the birth
control movement) dominated government's orientation in the
1960s and 1970s; legislation reflected the micro perspective.
However, the population control movement has.persistently
worked at increasing awareness of the need for population
stabilization both within the government and the public.
Social movements are dynamic, changing through time, and it
is possible that the population control advocates will
eventually gain more influence via legislation.
The dynamic nature of social movements also relates
to the conflict theory regarding origins.

One· might well

ask what happens to a social movement when the antagonist
is gone, when the battle is won?

If a new antagonist cannot

be found, a new cause to hold the movement together, it will
usually disappear or develop into a new.social form.·
('.rurner, 1957:480)

The birth control movement was instigated

by a conflict with. the birth control laws of this nation.
"Social change which is not accidental comes in response to
d 1 s sa ti sfac t ion. " (Cameron, 1966: 10)

However, 'the

dissatisfaction.has not disappeared even
Comstock and his laws have.
emphasis given to an old

~hough ~nthony

The decade of the 1960s saw new

conflict~

the quality of life on

,earth and continued existence in a finite environment.

This

"cause" has gained increasing publicity in recent years and
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may well define a·new trend 1n birth control; perhaps the
movement will in time shift its emphasis to population
control.

This has already occurred to some

degre~.

as the

birth control movement more and more frequently expresses
its 1ntere$t in population stabilization.
The birth control movement, per se, has· diminished
in the past few years as a social movement.

It has become

increasingly incorporated into the structure of society,
accepted as a necessary
alized.

function~

and gradually institution-

As institutionalization occurs the ramifications

of a social movement gradually disappear.
A movement is institutionalized when it
has reached a high degree of stability
internally and been accorded a recognized
position within the larger society. Institutionalization occurs when the movement is
viewed as having some continuing function
to perform in the larger society, as it is
accepted as a desirable o'r unavoiO.able
adjunct to the existing institutional
arrangements. (Turner, 1957:480-481)
This is unquestionably happening to the
ment.

birt~

control move-

However, the population control advocates have not

yet been incorporated into the societal structure in quite
the same way.

In speculating on the future of the birth

control movement in this country, it is possible to
visualize the population control advocates absorbing the
birth control movement at the point they are institutionalized.

Perhaps· in the future decade.we will see the birth

control movement become one part of a larger popuiation
control movement •.
·11
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There are certain evidences that a population control
movement could emerge.

A national leadership has been

developing for the past decade, a body of literature had
become available, public awareness has been aroused, and
definite social values are seen as requiring change.
This thesis has reviewed the origin of the birth
control movement, discussed its growth and development, and
traced

its institutionalization as a functioning part of

society.

The development of the population control move-

ment could be the next developmental step.

One might then

ask, as social theorists tend to do when evaluating movements, "So what?"
The "So what?" of the birth control movement is
difficult to answer.

It.relies a great deal on future

projection and speculation.
many "What if ••• ? 11 questions.

It prompts one to ask a great
What if the birth control

movement had never developed; what would population figures
look like today?

What if the movement had not

contraceptive research?
for birth control service

e~couraged

What if funds continue to be cut
project~?

What if a population

policy is, or is not, formed within the next decade?
lf the population of

th~

double, and double ••• ?

What

earth is allowed to double, and
What

if~

•• ?

These questions. bring one to two distinct points of
view regarding the future on th1S earth:
destiny vs. no control.

control of one's

Those who maintain man has no
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control over his future generally believe that the future 1s
preordained, that little can be done to control what will
happen.

If the world is to overpopulate itself, that will

on the other

happen and nothing can be done to prevent it.

·hand, those professing that man does have some control over
his destiny insist that the future can be influenced, if
oniy he Will exert the effort.

They

has the potential of being· a place of
and prosperity.

Which is correct?

b~l1eve

that the world

gre~t

happiness, ·peace,

It is doubtful that

both will ·prove accurate.
In rev1ewing the history of the birth oonttt.ol. movement,
as well as other social movements, this.writer

b~lieves

In speculating about

that neither are wholely accurate.

the future, this writer feels very strongly that the future
can be influenced; it is possible to create a
prosperous world.

p~aceful

and

However, the more basic question ls, will

the people of this earth exert the

ne~essary.eff~rt

to

achieve it?
In sum, this writer believes that what has been achieved

by the birth control movement, and what may yet be achieved
by the population control movement, are significant value
changes.

The quality of the effort exerted and the

enthusiasm generated for 1t will have

~

great deal to do

with mankind's future on this earth.
The birth control and population control movement's
must have a future •. If succeeding years

are~

planned

for. then perhaps

·r .s.

Eliot was right after all.

this is the way the world ends
this is the way the world ends
this is the way the world ends
not with a bang
but a whimper
T.s. Eliot
"The Hollow Men 11

·.
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APPENDIX
IMPORTANT DATES IN THE BIRTH CONTROL MOVEMENT ·

1873

Comstoclc Law passed; forbade distribution· of
contraceptive information by mail

1879

Margaret Sanger born in Corni?'.18, New York

1890

Tarriff Law: barred importation of contraceptive
literature and supplies

1912

Margaret Sanger initiated -birth control movement
through her lectures

1914

·The Woman Rebel published by Sanger
Family Limitation published by Sanger

1915

National
Sanger

1916

Margaret Sanger opened first
birth.control
clinic in Brooklyn; clinic raided and closed by
police; 8anger jailed for thirty days ·
·

1917

Committee of· One Hundred formed; ·group o·r upper
class women working within the birth control
movement

Bi~th

Control·League founded by Margaret

v.s.

Birth· Control Review published; first national system
for communication within movement
1918

New York State Supreme Court· (Judge ~ane) held
that physicians could prescribe.contraceptives for
the cure and prevention of disease

1921

Catholics bloc~ed rally at ·First National Birth
Control Conference
American Birth Control League founded by Margaret
Sanger

1925

-American Medical Association urg~d revision of
statutes to exempt physicians from ban on contraceptive distribution
·
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1927

·-New York League of Women Voter~ urge~ repeai of
the Comstock Law
First World Population Conference held.in
&'w1 tzerland

G~neva,

1929

Clinical Research Bureau opened by Sanger in
New York City; raided by police and patient records
confiscated

1930

National· council of Jewish Women endorsed birth
control ntovement
-·Unitarians first religious group to support birth
control; followed by Presbyterians, Methodists,
and Central Conference of American Rabbis

1933 -- Davis vs. U.S.: intent to use contraceptiyes .for
illegal purposes held necessary for a convi.ction
under the postal transport statutes
1934 - United States vs. one Package: held that postal
law was not intended to prohibit physicians from
prescribing contraceptives· for the well-being of
their patients

1935

..
I

NBC ended radio ban on subject of birth control

1937 ·- American Medical Association accepted birth control
as a requis1 te in medical education and practic·e
1938 -- President Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed committee
to study·population problems through the National
Resources Committee

1942

- Planned Parenthood Federation of America formed
through merger of the American Birth Control League
and the Clinical Research Bureau
Surgeon General of the United States made first
official statement re birth control; allowed
states to pay for birth control· services through
their Maternal and Child Health allottments

1952

International Planned Parenthood ·formed
Population Council formed by the National Academy
of Sciences

1955

National magazine first published article naming
methods of contraception
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1959

Birth control first mentioned on television broadcast
-President Dwight D. Eisenhower stated birth control
was not the business of the f.ederal government
Draper Committee report issued; stated population
problem directly related to U.S. economic aid policy
-New.Jersey law banning sale and.distribution of
contraceptives found unconstitutional

1960 ··-The birth control pill was plac·ed on the market
- American Medical Association recommended all medical
students receive instruction in contraceptive methods

1962

Planned F0.renthood-World Population created through
merger of Planned Parenthood Federation of America
and World Population Emergency Campaign
·
First family planning grant authorized by Congress;
for Washington, D.C. public clinics

~25,000

Gardner gave United Na ti on 1 s speech proc1a·1mtng
U.S. support for international birth control efforts

1963 - Dwight' Do Eisenhower retracted his earlier statement
regarding federal concern with birth con~rol and
joined the Sponsors ·council of Planned Pa~enthood
World Population
Maternal and Child Health projects authorized to.
incorporate birth control into their comprehensive
services through the Social Security Amendment.a
National Academy of Scienc·es issued its first
population report
·
i'

Some discontent within catholic· clergy regarding
birth control policy
-President Lyndon Johnson in his State of .the·Unipn
message gave positive support to birth control efforts
Office of Economic Opportunity issued g~ants to
community-action ·agencies for family planning
projects
Gruening Hearings on population
- Gr.iswold and Buxton vs. Connecticut: ·held Connecticut
law prohibiting use of contraceptives unconstitutional
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1965

~Birth

control services· beginning to appear in public
supported facilities

National Fertility Study 1nd1cated.97 percent of
fertile American couples utilized birth.control at
some time·

1966 --President Lyndon Johnson urged access to birth control
services for each family that wanted them
-- funds allocated for birth control service projects
through the antipoverty program and HEW's Maternal
and Child Health programs
Margaret Sanger died at the age. of 8?
--state vs.· Baird: held New Jersey· law banning
explanation and display of contraceptives
unconstitutional
Population control advocates. expressed dissatisfaction
with trends of policy development
- Bilnds made av~ilable for birth control services
through Title V and Title IV-A of Social Security
Act
Office of Economic Opportunity's budget for birth
control services reached ~4.1 million

1968 . Paul Ehrlich publ.1shed The Population Bomb
Zero Population Growth. Inc. created
·Pope .Paul issued his encyclical "Hums.nae Vitae,"
condemning any form of contraception other than the
rhythm method
·
Center for Population Research created within the
National.Institute of Child Health and· Human,
Development
President Lyndon Johnson established the
on Population and Family Planning

Co~mittee

1969

- President Richard Nixon urged that family planning
services be made available to all who wanted them

1970

-Tydings Bill signed into law; known as the Family
Planning Services and Population Research Act of 1970

1970 --,-Legislative authority for birth control serv1c·es
increased (Title X of Public Health Service Act;
Titles IV-A, v,. and XIX of Social Security Act;
Title II of Economic Opportunity Act)
-President Richard Nixon· created Commission on
Population Growth and the American FU.ture
-·"·Supreme Court found Massachusett' s law banning sale
of contraceptives to unmarried persons unconstitutional

1971 --congress repealed the Comstock Law
1972

Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future published their report
--Congress imposed $2.5 billion ·ceiling on birth control
spending in Medicaid and Title IV-A programs; also
restricted eligibility for these programs
Relationship of poverty and large families substantiated through research

1975 - Congress cut back funds for birth control services
and research; more cutbacks predicted for the
future

19?.6

-·

·Vatican issued encyclical condemning sex for pleasure,
maintaining its sole purpose is procre$tion; also
continued ban on.all forms of contraception other
. than rhythm

